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info@lgbt-help.com

01273 855620

The LGBT Community Safety Forum is an independent group of lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans*
(LGBT) volunteers in Brighton & Hove. For more info visit: lgbt-help.com

• Brighton & Hove LGBT Community Safety Forum is is a member of The LGBT Community Groups Network, funded by the Rainbow Fund • Listening Ear Service provided by the Samaritans • This Advert was paid for with a grant from the Rainbow Fund • Supported by Sussex Police & Rainbow Fund
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THANK YOU 
TO ALL OF OUR SERVICE USERS 

FOR MAKING PRIDE 2016 THE BEST EVER!
We had the privilege of delivering our services across the city over the Pride Festival 

to a whopping 700+ people! Thank you to all of the Attendees, Volunteers, Pride Staff, Crew,
Security, Sponsors, Funders and supporting Businesses that made it possible!
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Email your letter to the editor: info@gscene.com

even offered the use of a buggy
to get around the park if I needed
it.
To round off a fantastic
experience, as my partner and I
were walking towards the exit one
of the volunteer buggy shuttle
drivers scooped us up to take us
to our car at Prestamex House. I
was so very grateful as I was very
weary.
I’ve been singing the praises of
the fantastic work the access
volunteers at Pride do to anyone
who will listen. Keep up the good
work and see you next year.
Chris G

THANKS FOR A 
FANTASTIC DAY
) Once again I’d like to thank
the Accessibility Matters team
volunteers for making it possible
for disabled people to attend our
Pride, it makes such a massive
difference for the people that
used the services provided.
I once again benefitted from the
fast access to the park and the
facilities provided at the access
tent. I talked to many people in
the access tent and the chill out
areas, all of whom gave praises for
the friendly approach by everyone
involved and the facilities
provided.
Although lots of us did not give
our thanks on the day it was
because we were all enjoying
ourselves. Thanks to everyone
involved in providing for our
needs.

So from all of us who were able to
attend due to the hard work of
the Accessibility Matters
volunteers, I say thank you very
much, we had a fantastic time.
Robert P

ACCESS MATTERS
ENABLED ME TO
RETURN TO PRIDE
) I want to personally say a huge
THANK YOU to the access team at
Brighton Pride for making my
experience of Pride at Preston
Park so enjoyable and stress-free
this year.
I haven't attended Brighton Pride
for many years as I found it was a
struggle to get there via train
followed by a long walk to the
park with long waits for toilets,
which I can't afford to do with my
health problems along with
nowhere to be able to sit when
needed. The Access team supplied
all that and I was able to bring
my car and park to gain easier
access (perfect).
My first time back to Pride on
Preston Park was amazing and I
loved every moment of it. I don't
think it would have been possible
without all the efforts and hard
work everyone at Accessibility
Matters puts in which is why I
want to say a huge thank you.
It has restored my faith that I can
come back to Preston Park each
year, learn to enjoy it again, and
restore my confidence that I can
have an easy accessible day. 
Michelle C
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THANK YOU LEGENDS
) It's been another successful
Brighton Pride with both the
Preston Park and Pride Village
Party being very enjoyable events.
But whilst it takes the concerted
efforts of a huge amount of
people to deliver Pride, I wanted
to mention Tony Chapman and 
his team at Legends.
His generosity and commitment
every year to Pride and Brighton's
LGBT communities ensures the
cabaret tent remains sponsored
each year and we are able to
invite the finest cabaret artists in
the country to appear.
On Pride Sunday he then throws
open Legends to me to stage the,
now annual cabaret fundraiser for
the Rainbow Fund.
This action illustrates to me his
understanding of what Pride is
about: a chance to highlight to
the thousands of visitors and to
remind those of us who live here
that our LGBT scene is wonderfully
diverse but needs constant care
and most importantly funding for
it to remain so in the future.
The Rainbow Fund is an excellent
model to do this and Tony's
constant support, not just over
Pride, really leads the way across
our scene.
Each year we raise thousands of
pounds for the Rainbow Fund
through Pride ticket sales but the
Sunday event at Legends boosts
that total whilst providing a real
sense of community thanks to the
hard work of the team at Legends.
This year we collected in the
buckets, £3,526.74, our best yet
and I thank everyone who
donated but especially Tony
Chapman for ensuring it could

happen and who made a £1,000
personal donation bringing the
total raised from our fundraising
efforts to £4,526.74. 
Stephen Richards
aka Lola Lasagne

THANK YOU FOR
DELIVERING ACCESS
TO PRIDE
) I wanted to publicly thank the
wonderful team of young
volunteers at Accessibility Matters
who found me a place on a golf
buggy  on the Pride Parade at the
very last minute. The access team
of volunteers were absolutely
fantastic; helpful, cheerful and so
efficient. My partner and I were
made to feel so completely
welcome.
I was especially impressed by the
volunteer walkers on the Parade.
When the golf buggy I was in
broke down they were determined
that everyone on board would
remain on the Parade and began
to push us and even though I
offered to get out to lighten the
load they reassured me that they
could manage. Eventually they
borrowed a rope so that we could
be towed by the buggy in front
and we all made it safely to the
park.
My Pride was a fantastic
experience, being so close to the
spectators en-route, I had a
marvellous day. 
The accessibility tent in the park,
now in its much easier to reach
location, is such a great space to
retreat to. Though I didn’t make
much use of it during the day, I
did appreciate the larger loos
which made manoeuvring on
crutches more manageable. I was





HIGH COURT RULES NHS
ENGLAND CAN FUND PREP
NHS England to appeal the judgment brought before
the courts by National AIDS Trust (NAT), which says
interpretation of the law by NHS England in relation
to prescribing PrEP was incorrect.
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REECE ROBERTS (LEGENDS’ MANAGER), TONY CHAPMAN (LEGENDS’ OWNER) AND STEPHEN RICHARDS

) Stephen Richards, aka Lola Lasagne, presented Tony Chapman, the
owner of Legends, with a certificate from the Rainbow Fund to mark the
£3,526.74 raised in buckets at the annual Pride Cabaret Fundraising Day
for the Rainbow Fund on Sunday August 7.

Tony Chapman also made a further personal donation of £1,000 to the
Rainbow Fund to distribute to LGBT and HIV organisations through their
independent grants programme.

Once again this year, Legends sponsored the Cabaret Tent, one of the most
popular attractions on Preston Park, and with their contribution toward the
Pride Village Party brought the total commitment for Brighton Pride from
Legends in 2016 to £10,026.74.

Stephen Richards said: “I am blown away by the amount
raised on the day through the generosity of all those who
came to Legends. It highlights the community spirit which
is essential at Pride. I would like to thank all the artistes
who donated their time and talent, plus Justin Zilli, Warren
Scott and Peter Castle who worked all day on production.”

Artists donating their time to the Rainbow Fund included: Lola Lasagne,
Miss Jason, Vicky Vivacious, Mrs Moore, Gabriella Parrish, Mary Mac,
Sally Vate, Stephanie Von Clitz, Son of a Tutu, Baga Chipz, Dr Beverley
Ballcrusher, Lucinda Lashes, Cassidy Connors, Maisie Trollette, Rose
Garden, Martha D’Arthur, Davina Sparkle, Kara Van Park and Dave Lynn.

The Rainbow Fund make grants to LGBT/HIV organisations who deliver
effective services to LGBT people in the city, through an independent grants
panel.

Chris Gull, Chair of the Rainbow Fund, said: “Thank you to
everyone who put money into the Rainbow Fund buckets at
Legends, to the artists who appeared and to Tony Chapman
for his generous personal donation. I will ensure that we
get best value for the community when we select which
organisations get grant funding at the September grants
round.”

) The High Court has ruled that NHS England acted "unlawfully" in
withdrawing PrEP, a game-changing drug preventing transmission of HIV, from

its decision-making process. In his judgement Mr
Justice Green concluded both the NHS and local
authorities had power to commission pre-exposure
prophylaxis (PrEP), despite NHS England having
argued that commissioning should fall to local
authorities under their public health duty.

Mr Justice Green wrote: “NHS England has erred in deciding that it has no
power or duty to commission the preventative drugs at issue. In my judgment it
has a broad preventative role (including in relation to HIV) and commensurate
powers and duties.”

Following 18 months of preparation, earlier this year in March, without any
notice, NHS England suddenly abandoned its work on PrEP with its own
advisory group.

NAT decided it had no option but to challenge this through judicial review.

The court heard that NHS England’s interpretation of the law was "incorrect".
PrEP is urgently needed and has been shown to be cost-effective and NAT
always believed that there is no legal impediment to PrEP being commissioned
by NHS England and the court agreed.

Deborah Gold, Chief Executive of NAT, said: “This
is fantastic news. It is vindication for the many
people who were let down when NHS England
absolved itself of responsibility for PrEP. The
judgment has confirmed our view - that it is
perfectly lawful for NHS England to commission
PrEP.  Now NHS England must do just that. 

"Over 4,000 people are getting HIV every year in the UK - we desperately need
further prevention options to add to condom use. PrEP works. It saves money
and it will make an enormous difference to the lives of men and women across
the country who are at risk of acquiring HIV.  The delay to commissioning PrEP is
both unethical and expensive.”

In his judgment Mr Justice Green wrote: "No one doubts that preventative
medicine makes powerful sense. But one governmental body says it has no
power to provide the service and the local authorities say that they have no
money. The Claimant is caught between the two and the potential victims of this
disagreement are those who will contract HIV/AIDs but who would not were the
preventative policy to be fully implemented.”
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He goes on to conclude that in all the possible scenarios that were explored
during the judicial review, NHS England does have the power to commission
PrEP.

NAT say they are “enormously disappointed” that NHS England has decided to
appeal the judgment, especially given the wide-ranging and well-reasoned
arguments the judgement contains.

The appeal will further delay clarity and means that any potential commissioning
of PrEP will not take place for months. Following the decision, there is now a
30-day public consultation on PrEP, and an NHS England committee will
consider the case for commissioning it, but final announcements and actual
commissioning will be contingent on the outcome of the appeal.

Responding to the judgement, Cllr Teresa O’Neill
OBE, London Councils’ Executive member for
health, said: “We are delighted that the High Court
has ruled that NHS England does have the power
to commission PrEP as part of its broader
preventative role and in line with its provision of
PEP, as we have maintained all along. We hope the

NHS now focusses on making PrEP available as part of local prevention
programmes as soon as possible.

“London boroughs are committed to playing their part in HIV prevention using
the fullest range of options and this must include being able to work with NHS
England to offer PrEP, as well as promoting HIV testing and condom use. We
look forward to getting on with the important task of reducing HIV in London in
partnership with the NHS and the voluntary sector.”

Ian Green, Chief Executive of Terrence Higgins
Trust, added: “We are relieved that, at last, we
know who is legally responsible for making the
game-changing HIV prevention treatment PrEP
available to people who are at risk.

“It is a vindication for the community after a long
fight -  but it should never have come to this.

Because of the mess and delays created by NHS England, people at risk of HIV
have spent the past 18 months fighting to be heard, meanwhile 17 people have
been diagnosed with HIV with every day that has passed.

“The matter has become urgent. People we know to be at very high risk of HIV
who are currently accessing PrEP will be coming off the PROUD trial this month
and unless NHS England acts rapidly, it is only a matter of time before some of
these people become HIV positive. PrEP must be prioritised and made available
now.

“We are grateful to NAT for taking this to court and stand by the HIV community
in celebrating that the battle has been won, but we cannot call this a true victory
until the day that people at highest risk finally have access to this groundbreaking
pill that will protect them from HIV.”

Peter Kyle, MP for Hove and Portslade, said: "It’s
absurd and disgusting that NHS England are
appealing this decision. Evidence and expert opinion
is conclusive that PrEP works, it keeps people safe
from infection and it lowers the cost of HIV treatment
on the NHS. I hope government sees sense before
wasting further money on this ludicrous appeal that
not only makes no sense but is an offence to the gay community."

Councillor Phélim Mac Cafferty, Convenor of
the Green Group of councillors on Brighton &
Hove City Council, said: “I’m pleased that the
Royal Court of Justice ruling this week will force
the NHS to rethink its stance on HIV Pre-exposure
prophylaxis (PrEP). It’s disappointing the NHS is
seeking to appeal rather than moving forward with
funding PreP.

“This drug has the potential to transform lives and save millions in treatment costs
to the taxpayer. It is only right that it be considered as part of a wider programme
of HIV prevention. At a time of unprecedented Conservative government cuts to
council budgets, any decision by the NHS to pass the buck of funding to local
Councils would result in very few councils being able to afford to fund PreP.  In
areas like Brighton and Hove because of the growing incidence of HIV, we need a
strong and lasting settlement on PrEP. We believe that can only come from it
being funded directly through existing or future NHS funds, and not susceptible to
the massive cuts hitting our council.

“That's why it’s essential that the NHS plays its part and reviews how it can best
integrate PreP into existing prevention work. And why government and the NHS
must commit to funding PreP from additional NHS funding." 

Simon Kirby, MP for Brighton Kemptown and
Peacehaven, said that after speaking to the Minister
to explain the high level of interest about this issue
in his constituency he had received the following
statement: “PrEP is a new use of HIV drugs that
has shown clinical effectiveness in research trials at
preventing HIV in people at high risk of getting HIV,

such as men who have sex with men and people with HIV-positive partners.  

“It is important to note that the drug used for PrEP, Truvada, is not yet licensed for
this use in the UK and, as with any new intervention, will need to be properly
assessed in relation to clinical and cost effectiveness to see how it could be
commissioned in the most sustainable and integrated way, and how it compares
with other existing cost-effective approaches.

“The Department of Health has asked the National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence to conduct an evidence review of Truvada for PrEP in groups at high
risk of HIV.”

Peer Action is Brighton’s volunteer led HIV support Group, we provide over 300 events each
year to promote well-being, raise awareness and assist in reduction of social isolation and
exclusion of those affected by HIV in Brighton, Sussex and surrounding areas. These are just
some of our regular events – we continually add events and excursions. For more on how to
join in or up to date information please look at our new website: www.peeraction.co.uk

TUE Swimming@ Brighton Swim Centre at 12.30pm from 13 Sep-11 Dec
Yoga @ Hampshire Lodge at 7.45pm
Relaxation & Meditation @ Hampshire Lodge at 7.30pm

WED Games Evening @ Barley Mow at 7pm 26 Oct & 23 Nov
Steering Meetings @ Camelford Arms from 6.45pm
14 Sep, 12 Oct, 9 Nov, 14 Dec

THU Quiz Team @ Camelford Arms at 7.30pm 
1 & 15 Sept, 6 & 20 Oct, 3 & 17 Nov, 1 Dec

FRI Swimming @ Brighton Swim Centre at 10.45am
Bingo @ Gala Kemptown at 6.30pm 23 Sep, 14 Oct, 11 Nov

SAT Wellbeing Therapy Day @ THT 1.50pm 24 Sep, 29 Oct, 26 Nov
Free 4 week Course: Coping with Stress & Anxiety  
3, 10, 17, 24 Sep from 2pm-4pm
Guided Tour of Brighton Pavilion at 12 noon 17 Sep

SUN Wellbeing Therapy Day Sussex Beacon from 1.50pm
11 Sep, 9 Oct, 13 Nov
Bent Double @ Komedia at 6.45pm 4 Sep, 2 Oct, 6 Nov, 4 Dec
Bowling @ Bowlplex Marina 7pm 11 Sep, 9 Oct, 13 Nov, 11 Dec
Christmas Quiz @ Bedford Tavern at 7pm 10 Dec
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SYPHILIS EPIDEMIC
IN LONDON
As rates of syphilis are three times higher in the capital than
anywhere else in England, Public Health England reminds
everyone to practice safe sex

) A new report published by Public Health
England (PHE) shows that the rate of syphilis
diagnoses is three times higher among Londoners
than anywhere else in England. In 2015 nearly 3,000
cases were diagnosed in the capital, accounting for
56% of all cases in England (5,042).

Syphilis, like other Sexually Transmitted Infections
(STIs), is transmitted through sexual activity
including oral sex. Most cases of syphilis are
treatable with antibiotics and it is preventable
through safe sex practices which include using
condoms, regularly being tested and avoiding
overlapping sexual relationships.

With cases of syphilis continuing to increase in
recent years (since 2010 cases among Londoners
have soared by 163%) PHE is raising awareness of
syphilis and reminding Londoners to practice safe
sex, to prevent new infections.

Syphilis has been diagnosed in all 33 London local
authorities and in 2015 most of them saw an
increase in numbers.

Cases of syphilis have been reported among
heterosexuals and men who have sex with men
(MSM), however MSM are disproportionately
affected by the infection. Despite representing
around 2% of the London population, in 2015 MSM
made up 90% of all syphilis cases. This group has
seen an 18% increase in cases from 2014 to 2015
alone.

This continued rise in syphilis cases in the capital
suggests that too many Londoners are putting
themselves at risk through unsafe sex.

Although most cases of syphilis are treatable with
antibiotics, people can be infected and not show any
symptoms for years; treatment is more effective the
earlier syphilis is diagnosed and so more awareness
is needed around the infection.

SYPHILIS PROGRESSES 
THROUGH THREE MAIN STAGES:
• Primary syphilis infection will often present about 
three to four weeks after someone has been 
infected with the bacteria and individuals may 
develop a painless ulcer or rash (lasting for three 
to six weeks) on the genitals, rectum or inside the 
mouth, which people can fail to notice straight 
away.

• The infection then develops in to the secondary 
stage causing fever, headaches and night sweats 
(among others).

• If left untreated it can progress into latent and late 
stage syphilis. This stage is characterised by more 
serious and damaging health complications 
including cardiovascular problems and central 
nervous disease; it can even be fatal.

Dr Yvonne Doyle, regional
director for PHE London, said:
“Worsening sexual health
remains one of the biggest
public health concerns facing
London and it is worrying to
see such alarming rises in
syphilis year-on-year. Most

cases of syphilis are treatable with antibiotics and it is
preventable if you practice safe sex.

“We’re seeing large increases in cases of syphilis
among MSM and they now represent 90% of syphilis
cases in London. Although diagnoses among
heterosexuals in the capital are more stable they too
continue to be higher than we would like given the
effective preventative measures in place.

“In London we have excellent open access sexual
health services providing free STI testing and
treatment, notification for the sexual partners of those
diagnosed with an STI and free provision of
contraception. With these services available across the
capital there is no reason for people to be taking
unnecessary risks with their sexual health.

“I hope this report will further raise awareness of
sexually transmitted infections including syphilis and
drive home the messages about the importance of
practising safe sex, which includes using condoms,
regularly being tested and avoiding overlapping sexual
relationships. All of these will reduce the risk of STIs.

“Improving the sexual health of Londoners is a priority
area for PHE London and we will continue to work with

partners across the healthcare system to reduce the
burden of poor sexual health in the capital.”

Dr Patrick French, a sexual
health specialist and
genitourinary medicine
consultant at Central and North
West London NHS Foundation
Trust, added: “When I started
working in sexual health in
London we might have

diagnosed four or five people with syphilis in a year;
we can now see that number of people with syphilis in
a day or two.

“Syphilis has established itself as a major problem in
London among MSM, but there is now a considerably
smaller but worrying rise among heterosexuals.

“The increase we are seeing in syphilis and other STIs
is a marker of a more general problem within sexual
health and tackling this must be a priority across
London. More awareness is needed around STIs, how
they can be prevented and why it is important to have
a check-up if you think you are at risk. Anyone having
sex with new or casual partners should always use
condoms and have regular sexual health checks.”

PUBLIC HEALTH ENGLAND 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SAFE SEX:
• Anyone who suspects they may have syphilis 
should get screened at their local sexual health 
clinic as soon as possible.

• Consistent and correct condom use, reducing the 
number of sexual partners and the avoidance of 
overlapping sexual relationships all reduce the risk 
of acquiring Sexually Transmitted Infections.

• For people in the highest risk groups, getting 
screened regularly will lead to early diagnosis and 
treatment, which is vital as some STIs can be 
symptomless.

PHE RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR SAFE SEX AMONG MSM:
• Have an HIV and STI screen at least annually and 
every three months if you are having unprotected 
sex with casual or new sexual partners.

• Always use a condom correctly and consistently, 
and until all partners have had a sexual health 
screen.

• Reduce the number of sexual partners and avoid 
overlapping sexual relationships.

• Unprotected sex with partners believed to be of the
same HIV status (serosorting) is unsafe. For the 
HIV positive person, there is a high risk of 
acquiring other STIs and hepatitis. For the HIV 
negative person, there is a high risk of acquiring 
HIV infection as well as acquiring STIs and hepatitis.

Locally in Brighton & Hove there has been a
significant increase in cases of syphilis since 2013 –
about 10 cases a month, almost exclusively amongst
gay men – enough to describe it as endemic among
this population.
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83 YEARS YOUNG AND 
STILL PACKING THEM IN
) Friends and colleagues turned up in force at the Queens Arms,
George Street, last month, to help David Raven aka Maisie Trollette
celebrate his 83rd birthday. Entertainers who took to the stage included
Davina Sparkle, Jason Lee Howlett, JP Christian and Miss Jason. 

Photographer Hugo Michiels obtained permission from his friend and
fellow photographer, Elliott Franks, to use a photo Elliott took in the
Legends’ Cabaret Tent at Brighton Pride 2016 of Miss Jason and Maisie
Trollette singing That's What Friends Are For. Hugo had the photo framed
and presented it on the night to David, who was thrilled with the picture.

Despite his advancing years, David knocked them out at Legends’
Cabaret Tent on Pride Saturday and appeared at Legends, Marine Tavern
and Queens Arms on Saturday and Sunday during the Pride Village
Party. 

His one disappointment is that no one invited him on their float this year.
He hopes to return to the Brighton Pride Parade in 2017. So, get your
requests in to him now and make sure that Brighton's finest treasure is
where he belongs, at the front of the Brighton Pride Community Parade in
August 2017.



SCOTTISH RUGBY SIGNS UP
TO LGBT+ SPORTS CHARTER
) Scottish Rugby has signed up as the newest signatory to the Scottish LGBT+
Sports Charter at the home of rugby in Scotland, BT Murrayfield. Pictured below
left to right: Munro Stevenson (Publicity/Media rep. Glasgow Alphas), Neil Fox
(Captain of Caledonian Thebans), Scott Cuthbertson (Equality Network), Boris
Pichotka (Secretary of Glasgow Alphas), Dominic Mckay (SRU Chief Operating
Officer) and Pete Young (SRU Outreach and equality manager).

The Scottish LGBT+ Sports Charter was launched by Equality Network, the
Scottish LGBT+ equality charity, and includes a set of five principles which aim to
remove the barriers to sport for LGBT+ people and tackle discrimination in sport.

Dominic McKay, Chief Operating Officer, signing the charter on
behalf of Scottish Rugby, said: “Scottish Rugby has had a long-
standing commitment to ensure access to our sport is open to
everyone regardless of age, background, education or sexuality. We
take a proactive approach to providing training and development for
LGBT+ teams and encouraging the growth of rugby among LGBT+
communities. This is best demonstrated by our support of the bid to

bring the prestigious Bingham Cup to Scotland and BT Murrayfield next year. Signing
the Sports Charter therefore is a natural next step for us.”

Scottish Rugby is already a leader in LGBT+ inclusion in sport, with the governing
body supporting the development of LGBT+ clubs and development coaches
having attended LGBT+ training in the Borders. Scottish Rugby is also supporting a
bid to bring the 2018 Bingham Cup, a biennial international gay rugby union
tournament, to Scotland.

Scott Cuthbertson, of Equality Network, said: “We welcome Scottish Rugby as a
signatory to the Scottish LGBT+ Sports Charter. We know through our research that
LGBT+ people in Scotland still face significant barriers to their full inclusion in sport.
This charter is an important step to addressing those barriers, setting out positive
steps that organisations can take to become more LGBT+ inclusive. Rugby, and its
role models, have a huge impact in Scotland so we’re sending the message loud and
clear: Rugby is a welcoming sport regardless of your sexual orientation or gender
identity”

Attending the signing were Neil Fox,
Captain of the Caledonian Thebans,
and Boris Pichotka and Munro
Stevenson of the Glasgow Alphas,
Scotland’s LGBT+ inclusive rugby clubs
based in Edinburgh and Glasgow. The
Alphas were set up in October last year
and the Caledonian Thebans recently won
the Hoagland Cup in Nashville.

While there are no openly LGBT+ players
in professional rugby in Scotland there
are signs of progress across the UK.
Keegan Hirst (Rugby League) and Sam
Stanley both came out in 2015 following
in the footsteps of retired Welsh
international, Gareth Thomas.

SCOTTISH FOOTBALL
WELCOMES LGBT+ FANS
) On the opening weekend of the
new Ladbrokes Premiership season,
Scottish Football (SFPL) sent a
special message of welcome to all
LGBT+ football fans. The message
published in all Premiership matchday
programmes was a joint initiative
between LGBT+ charity the Equality
Network, the Scottish Football
Association (SFA) and was supported
by Ladbrokes, the SPFL title sponsor.

Scott Cuthbertson, Development
Manager of the Equality Network, said:
“We want to send the message loud
and clear that LGBTI fans, players and
officials are welcome in Scottish
football, and that we are working for a
more inclusive game.”

“We don’t yet have any openly LGBT+
professional players in the men’s
professional game in Scotland but we
know there are plenty of LGBT+ fans,
so we want to put out the welcome

mat and encourage fans to help
remove any barriers, so that footballing
talent are welcome to come out in
future.”

Hala Ousta, Diversity & Inclusion
Manager at the Scottish Football
Association, added: “The Scottish
Football Association is committed to
ensuring football is accessible to all
and we support this initiative to
welcome all supporters. We want to
create an inclusive environment and
ensure all are treated fairly and will be

working with groups such as the
Equality Network to support our work
towards better diversity and
inclusion.”

David Macdonald of Ladbrokes,
said: "We are delighted to be
supporting this initiative to reinforce
our view that Scottish football is, and
always will be, open to all fans who
love the sport as much as we do.”

The partners behind the advert are
encouraging football clubs to sign
up to the Scottish LGBT Sports
Charter, which was launched at
Hampden Park last year as a tool to
better include LGBT+ people in
Scottish sport. They are also looking
for LGBT+ football fans to help
support their own clubs to become
more inclusive and welcoming to
LGBT+ fans, players and officials.

To sign up, view: www.equality-
network.org/football

Scott Cuthbertson continued: “We
think the best people to make football
more inclusive are the fans
themselves - clubs care about their
fans and fans care about clubs. We
hope that LGBT+ fans will sign up,
and that clubs will take some time
out to listen to their LGBT+ fans.”

The initiative is the first of its kind in
Scotland, the hope being it will
encourage more LGBT+ people to
get involved in football.

A study by the Equality Network
launched in 2012 showed that 57%
of LGBT+ people would be more
likely to participate in sport if it was
more LGBT+ friendly.
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WORLD SUICIDE PREVENTION
DAY, SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 10
) Grassroots Suicide Prevention will mark World Suicide Prevention Day
in Brighton & Hove on Saturday, September 10 with a day of activities at the
Synergy Centre on West Street, Brighton. The theme for World Suicide
Prevention Day this year is Connect, Communicate and Care. All planned
activities as part of this event will be centred around these three key themes.

EVENTS: 
9.30am–1pm: Grassroots will be offering 30 free places on safeTALK (Suicide
Alertness For Everyone) to members of the community, thanks to donations from
members of the public who have fundraised for Grassroots via their JustGiving
page. To book your ticket for this training, view: www.eventbrite.co.uk and
search SafeTALK, Brighton.

1.30–2pm: Resource Marketplace: the Grassroots stand will be taking pledge
signatures and sharing suicide prevention resources with the public. Other local
services will be represented too, including Rethink’s Survivors of Suicide,
MindOut and Samaritans.

2–4pm: Main event includes:
• Presentation of new research findings from Grassroots’ award-winning Stay 
Alive suicide prevention app.

• Guest speakers including: Queer Pakistani trans activist Sabah Choudrey, 
Sangeeta Mahajan and Josh Quigley, the Tartan Explorer
• A two-minute silence, memorial tree and candles to remember those we have 
lost to suicide and those who are survivors

• Celebrate suicide prevention activities in Brighton & Hove and surrounding areas
• Learn about the Five Ways to Wellbeing in the context of the event themes
• Plus, a special announcement!

The afternoon event is free. To book your free ticket, view: www.eventbrite.co.uk
and search Brighton, World Suicide
Prevention Day.

For more information about
Grassroots Suicide Prevention view:
www.prevent-suicide.org.uk
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MINDOUT AND ALLSORTS LAUNCH
LGBTQ ADVOCACY SERVICE WITH 
FIVE-YEAR BIG LOTTERY FUNDING

) MindOut, the LGBTQ mental
health service run by LGBTQ people
for LGBTQ people, and Allsorts
Youth Project have launched an
advocacy service for LGBTQ people
aged 16 to 25 (Allsorts) and 18
upwards (MindOut) with a grant of
£389,599 from the Big Lottery
Fund’s Help through Crisis fund.
The grant will fund the project for five
years, helping the two Brighton-based
charities to provide an urgent needs
service to help LGBTQ people facing
financial, housing and other
problems.

At MindOut, full-time advocacy
worker, Emma Crossland, offers a
flexible chat service during the day,
out of hours and at weekends, where
necessary, backed up with an instant
online chat service, peer support and
group work to try and prevent further
crises.

Helen Jones, MindOut CEO,
said: “We were the only charities in

the South East to receive funding
from Help Through Crisis. The grant
was made in recognition of the rising
economic hardship and inequality
facing members of the LGBTQ
community in our city, and we are
very grateful to the Big Lottery Fund
for its support. Part of our
contribution to the partnership is
helping Allsorts develop its advocacy
work.”

Liam O’Hare, former primary school
teacher who works 21 hours a week,
is providing the Allsorts element of
the service. He offers advice and
support on a wide a range of
subjects including housing, money,
health issues and social services.

He said: “It is a critical service that
provides support for young people,
many of them vulnerable and making
the transition from school to work.
I have been speaking to young
service users to learn from their
experiences and to inform my work.”

For more information about MindOut,
view: www.mindout.org.uk

For more information about Allsorts,
view: www.allsortsyouth.org.uk
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HOVE RESTAURANT RAISES
FUNDS FOR SUSSEX BEACON
) SkyFall restaurant in Hove celebrates first birthday and raises money for the
Sussex Beacon. SkyFall, a contemporary British/European restaurant in the heart
of Hove, celebrated their first anniversary last month and raised money for local
HIV charity, the Sussex Beacon. Invited guests enjoyed two floors of live music
from local artists Eyal Shavit and Eliza Faie with complimentary canapés and
drinks. Local celebrities present included Monty Python's Flying Circus actress
Carol Cleveland, TV presenter Mike Mendoza, West End director Carole
Todd and David Hill from E3 Group.

Owner, Jordan Tsar, has thrown his personal and corporate support behind a
range of charities, including the Sussex Beacon and Chestnut Tree House
children’s hospice. He said: “Engaging with our local business community is an
important part of our ethos, and through our charitable commitments we strive to
make a difference to people’s lives in Sussex. This first birthday event is our way
of saying thank you to the people, businesses and charities who have been a part
of our success so far.”

As well as being a sponsor of the Sussex Beacon’s Vitality Brighton Half
Marathon, SkyFall hopes to raise enough money throughout August to fund two
weeks of specialist HIV nursing care at the Sussex Beacon.

Simon Dowe, Sussex Beacon CEO, said: “We rely on the commitment and
support of local businesses, like SkyFall, to fund much of our important work
within the city and beyond. As HIV infection rates continue to rise in Sussex, it’s
vital that we continue to educate, inform and support people living with or at risk
of HIV. The special, ongoing relationship we have developed with SkyFall enables
us to continue our work. They have been so supportive, and we’re very grateful.”

As it enters its second year of business, SkyFall has firmly established itself on
the Hove restaurant scene. A recently refurbished, fully equipped private function
and corporate events space on the first floor is proving popular and SkyFall have
donated the space to several charities already, including the Chestnut Tree House
Big Heart Auction, which recently went on to raise over £35,000 .

SUSSEX BEACON AUTUMN LEAVES FETE

The Sussex Beacon offers specialist
care and support for people living with
HIV. Based in Brighton, which has the
highest proportion of people living
with HIV outside of London, their
centre is open 365 days a year and
helps people manage the everyday
realities of living with this life-long
condition that has no cure.

) The Mayor of Brighton, Cllr Pete
West, will attend the Sussex Beacon
Autumn Leaves Fete on Saturday,
September 24. The Mayor will be
unveiling a new summer house paid for
by local community organisation Bear-
Patrol’s fundraising efforts. The event is
supported by E3 entertainment agency
and production company.

Simon Dowe, CEO
of the Sussex Beacon,
said: “The Sussex
Beacon is one of the
Mayor’s charities and
I look forward to
welcoming the Mayor

to our Autumn Leaves Fete. On the day
we will have a range of stalls,
refreshments and entertainment
alongside the opportunity to view our
beautiful garden.”
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) After 13 years as a trustee of the
Sussex Beacon, Romany Mark
Bruce has stepped down as a trustee
and Vice Chair of the Board following
the end of his term of office. Romany
sculptured the iconic Brighton AIDS
Memorial, Tay, in 2009 following a
public competition.

He said: "It’s been a privilege to be a
trustee for so many years. The Board has
faced many challenges over the years,
and I’ave been fortunate to work with
hardworking and motivated fellow
trustees. I would in particular like to
thank Simon Dowe, Chief Executive, for
his dedication and inspirational
leadership over the last four years”

Simon Dowe, added: “I’d like to thank
Romany for his hard work, support and
commitment over the years to the
Sussex Beacon. He has contributed to
the development of The Beacon and
played a key role in raising awareness
of the organisation and HIV in
Brighton. Romany’s enthusiasm and
energy will be missed and it is good to
know that he will still be a supporter of
the charity.”

The local sculptor and artist is looking
forward to spending more time on his
artwork and is undertaking exhibitions
in America, Australia and Portugal.

For more information, view:
www.romanymarkbruce.com

LOCAL ARTIST STEPS DOWN AS 
TRUSTEE OF THE SUSSEX BEACON

JORDAN TSAR (MD): LINDSEY BRETT (CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIP MANAGER): ROB REAKS (DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR)
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HIV CHARITY RAISE RECORD
AMOUNT AT BRIGHTON PRIDE
) The Lunch Positive Community Café at Brighton Pride on Preston Park
this year involved record numbers of volunteers raising £3,936 for the HIV
charity. Thirty-eight people volunteered to stage the Café, including lunch club
volunteers, trustees, friends, supporters, and lunch club members.

The café was situated in the quieter Community Village area at the south end of
Preston Park. Lunch Positive sold affordable hot and cold food and drinks to the
public, served lunches to Pride volunteers, served free drinks to local community
groups, and also catered for artists on the Main Stage.

Gary Pargeter, Lunch Positive Service Manager,
said: “This was a record year for us in the number of
people involved and the funds we raised. It was a
hugely enjoyable day and we served over 800 people
in the space of six hours. It was great meeting so
many Pride-goers and members of the public.

“Staging the café was a fantastic team effort with everyone working wonderfully
alongside each other, helping and supporting, and hugely enjoying our place at
Pride. Importantly, people became involved who would otherwise not have been
part of Pride or would have found it difficult to be at such a busy event.

“Everyone commented on how pleased they were to be part of something
meaningful and to have given something back through volunteering. The funds
we raised for Lunch Positive will be a big help to us to deliver and develop the
service we provide at the HIV Lunch Club. Huge thanks to everyone who made
the café happen, volunteered, and who came along to support us. You’ve made a
massive difference to our work.”

For more info: www.lunchpositive.org
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CIRCUS FUNDRAISER FOR
MARTIN FISHER FOUNDATION

Zero strategy and implementation
plan that will set out ways in which
everyone can contribute to this
important aspirational goal.

An Afternoon at Zippo’s
Circus, Hove Lawns, BN3 2WW,
Sunday, September 4, 3pm. Adult
tickets £15, kids’ tickets £10. Book
tickets online: www.eventbrite.co.uk
and search Zippo’s.

) Zippo’s Circus are staging a
fundraiser for the Martin Fisher
Foundation (MFF) on Sunday,
September 4 and have donated 100
tickets for the Foundation to sell. 

MFF has been set up in Brighton &
Hove to take forward the work of
Professor Martin Fisher who died last
year. The Foundation’s work will
continue Martin’s ethos of treating
people living with HIV with dignity,
compassion and respect and will focus
on the development of new strategies
for effective HIV prevention, treatment
and care. The MFF’s vision is to
accelerate towards Zero HIV Stigma,
Zero New HIV Infection and Zero
Deaths from HIV in Brighton & Hove
and is currently working with
stakeholders to develop a Towards

) Helen Jones, a leading mental
health worker, has been awarded an
honorary degree of Master of Arts by
University of Brighton in recognition
of her outstanding contribution to
public service in the field of LGBTQ
mental health.

Helen received her honorary degree
during the University’s summer
graduation ceremony at the Brighton
Dome on July 26. She was presented
by Professor David Taylor, Dean of
the College of Social Sciences.
Speaking at the awards ceremony,

Helen said: “I feel very honoured. This
means a lot to me personally, but more
importantly it is a recognition that the
mental health issues facing LGBTQ
communities are both a legitimate and
urgent field of study and of community
development. MindOut is a great
example of how universities and
community organisations can work
together to create social change.”

Helen helped to found local mental
health project MindOut in Brighton &
Hove 17 years ago in response to the
demand for services to meet the needs
of LGBTQ communities.

She has worked in mental health for
many years, as a service manager,
psychotherapist, counsellor and
advocacy worker, and prior to that as a
psychiatric nurse. She is passionate
about empowerment, peer support and
service user participation.

For more information about MindOut,
view: www.mindout.org.uk

MINDOUT DIRECTOR HONOURED 
BY UNIVERSITY OF BRIGHTON
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WHO’S THE BOSS
BEHIND THE BAR?
This month Morgan Fabulous chats to Adam Brooks, owner of the
Bedford Tavern in Hove, about life as a multi-Golden Handbag Award-
winning landlord, supporting the homeless and what it means to be happy.

) Growing up in a small town in the
Cotswolds was difficult for a gay
teenage boy in the 1990s, so at the age
of 20 Adam moved to London to spread
his wings and see what life outside of
suburbia was like. After a few years in
the big smoke he met his future
husband Tony and decided to move to
Brighton. Keeping his travel and tourism
job in London, he commuted every day
to work, sometimes arriving back to
Brighton as late as 10pm after an 8am
start. At the time his partner Tony was

managing the Bedford Arms and Adam had gotten a taste of what it was like to run a
pub as he often helped out behind the bar.

Wanting to leave the daily commute behind, he decided to buy the Bedford Tavern.
At the time of purchase the pub was in a less than desirable state. It had previously
been raided for drugs and, although the owners had refurbished the bar with modern
décor, Adam wanted to bring back historic charm and atmosphere to the pub, so he
closed it for a few weeks while the work took place. After the retrofit, the Bedford felt
like home again, with rustic furniture and regal colours. After a steady start, it
gradually pulled back previous regular customers who were pleased with the results.

The Bedford attracts a mixed crowd of gay and straight people, but has never
officially been a gay pub. Adam traced the history of the bar and found it was known
for attracting a gay clientele for the last 200 years. Back then the bar was unofficially
divided with straight customers at the front and gay customers in the back, (no pun
intended). These days the pub remains popular with both client groups and Adam
works with the Grosvenor Bar across the road to provide top notch weekend
entertainment.

On Sundays, their roast dinner was voted runner-up in the Best Sunday Roast at the
Golden Handbag Awards this year and by night they have a unique twist on Bingo,
called Piano Bingo. Adam is reluctant to divulge too much information about the
concept, describing it as unexplainable. So I suggest you all check it out for
yourselves. Get there early as it gets packed out very quickly. Situated on the border
of Brighton & Hove, the Bedford Tavern is the perfect destination bar, somewhere to
spend a complete evening or a stop-off for pre-drinks before heading into Brighton
for a late night out.

One winter’s night Adam was walking home when he spotted a homeless woman
begging on the streets, she was freezing cold and didn’t have any gloves. He insisted
she took his as he didn’t have any money to offer her. The woman was so grateful
and they had a chat about how she became homeless. Adam really felt for the woman
and decided that he wanted to help others like her, so he started asking for donations
from his customers at the bar of any unwanted scarfs, hats and gloves which he

would take around to the homeless every night. He was
overwhelmed with how many donated items he received and
every year he would do the same. Then he decided to hold a
charity event. The night was successful and he was able to
buy over 20 sleeping bags from the proceeds which he
distributed to homeless people in Brighton & Hove. He also
regularly raises money for the Rainbow Fund, Sussex
Beacon and has run in the Brighton Half Marathon.

Being happy is something very important to Adam. He feels lucky to have had
support from his friends and family on a multitude of issues he has faced through his
life so far and knows he wouldn’t have been where he is and who he is today without
them and their support.
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) After selling out last month,
Brighton Bear Weekend (BBW)
merchandise is now back in stock at
Prowler, St James’s Street, Brighton.

To celebrate, Prowler will be giving a
20% discount card with each
purchase to use on your next visit to
the store. 

Now is the perfect time to buy your
BBW mugs, polos, T-shirts or vests
and then save on your next visit on
everything in the store apart from sale
items or items that have been reduced
already. You can choose from a vast
range of sex toys, underwear, lube,
aromas, porn, gifts and more.

Graham Munday, Chair of Brighton
Bear Weekend, said: "We are delighted
to have our stock back in Prowler and

the 20% discount
offer is very
generous of them.
Don't forget when
buying any of our
items you are

raising money for the Rainbow Fund,
who we are proudly supporting and
raised £7,752.00 for this year."

The Rainbow Fund give grants to
LGBT/HIV organisations who deliver
effective front line services to LGBT
people in Brighton & Hove.

For more information about the
Rainbow Fund, view: www.rainbow-
fund.org

For more information about Brighton
Bear Weekend, view
http://brightonbearweekend.com

Rob as most improved player.

If you've been inspired by the exploits
of Serena Williams or Novak Djokovic
then why not join the BLAGSS Tennis
Virgins group? Intermediate, rusty and
beginners are all welcome and
sessions take place every Wednesday
at Preston Park from 8.30pm.

For more information about this and
other sports available to play, view:
www.blagss.org

) While Andy Murray and Johanna
Konta were chasing Olympic medals,
some Tennis Virgins in Brighton
already had plenty to celebrate. 

Twelve players took part in the annual
Summer Tennis Tournament held
by BLAGSS (Brighton's LGBT Sports
Society) at Preston Park in July. The
winner this year was Nick with Phil
second and Andy (not Murray) in third
place. A special award was given to

BLAGSS TENNIS VIRGINS TOURNAMENT

BRIGHTON PROWLER 
RESTOCK BEARS MERCHANDISE
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CARELESS TALK
COSTS LIVES
Craig Hanlon-Smith urges NHS England to
prescribe PrEP now to save lives, then engage in
debate about behaviour tomorrow.

During the early 1980s, as AIDS was
developing, governments were slow to act.
Health Minister Norman Fowler was warned by
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher that if he
proceeded with his proposed course of action
he would be known as the Minister for AIDS
and his career would end. He ignored her and
the Don't Die of Ignorance campaign was born. 

Although sometimes criticised for its iron fist
of fear approach, the UK has half the number
of HIV/AIDS cases of France, where no such
campaign existed. Action helps, inaction and
more ‘wait and see talk’ will kill people.

When US President Ronald Reagan finally
mustered up the interest to utter the word
AIDS in 1987, his focus centred entirely around
infections from blood transfusions and drug
addicted mother to baby transmissions. He was
unable to bring himself to say the word 'gay'
once in his key AIDS address preferring to skirt
around the issue. 

I know that as a community we are often quick
to point that AIDS is not only a gay disease,
and it isn't, but we remain uncomfortable that
the possibility of it looms large over our heads
like a storm cloud. Reagan was not alone in his
dithering. Scientists argued with one-another
over the origins of the virus, more concerned
with their own race to the Nobel Prize than
improving public health.

Sections of the gay community fought between
themselves over their rights to sexual
liberation versus community education and
prevention and ultimately too much talk killed
people. In the US in 1987 there were 15,000
HIV/AIDS cases, by the end of the millennium
there were half a million. Not taking enough or
the right kind of action will infect and
ultimately kill people. PrEP can stop this and
the time for talk, legal appeals and injunctions
is running out.

Of course we should examine our behaviour, of
course it is irresponsible to have countless
sexual partners, sometimes hundreds, and to
not use condoms to protect ourselves, but it is
also irresponsible to overeat high fat, high
sugared convenience foods, not to undertake
any exercise, to drink excess alcohol, to use
drugs and to smoke. Our health services treat
all of these social issues, to refuse PrEP to
people who need it would be both
discriminatory and stupid. Save lives today,
and then let's talk behaviour tomorrow.

form rather than education, discussion and
behaviour changing support? No. But let's list
that as second on the priority menu.

First and foremost is the opportunity to
prevent further infections and save lives and
we will not change behaviours by merely
ranting or condemning swathes of the
population in a tweet. The behaviour will
continue but without the protection. Give
people PrEP, what’s the problem?

Of course I have the advantage of being old
enough to remember when AIDS came trucking
into view the first time around and the
destruction left in its wake. Through my work
with Gscene and Mad 'Ed Theatre I’ve met
countless older LGBT people who talk about
the AIDS holocaust, of sections of the
community numbering first hundreds, then
thousands, disappearing into death as if
overnight. Of families burying their sons,
brothers, nephews, cousins. 

In the years before legal partnerships and
same-sex marriage, of long-term partners
evicted from their homes following the death
of their 27-year-old lover who had died
without leaving a will. Of boyfriends and
partners denied hospital visiting rights
because they were not listed anywhere
as 'next of kin'. 

Disease does not only ravage the body of the
sick, it infects our social stability, tears apart
communities and, unlike mankind, it knows no
prejudice. PrEP, had it been around 30 years
ago, could have prevented such suffering. Well
it is around now and we would be fools to
argue against it.

) Last month's High Court hearing at which it
was determined that the NHS can fund HIV
preventative treatment PrEP set lit alight
social media. The problem with a concise limit
of 140 characters is that one's opinion has to
be kept to the basics and Twitter may not
necessarily be the most appropriate medium
with which to join in the debate.

We've all been guilty of it. I recently leapt
into the lions’ den of football management to
the tune of a 16 word limit with interesting
results. I haven’t changed my opinion on the
subject at hand but concede that given the
opportunity to publish 1,000 word articles
whereupon I can justify my ultimate
conclusion with six different pieces of
evidence, Twitter is possibly best left to
posting links to longer articles, such as this
one. And so, in response to those incensed at
the suggestion PrEP should be available on
the NHS and wishing all manner of death and
destruction upon an apparent sexually
promiscuous homosexual community, I have
this to say.

The prescription of PrEP is a strategy aimed at
saving lives. It is an HIV infection
preventative measure that has up to a 90%
success rate across various trials, and
although not inexpensive, is a fraction of the
cost of treating an HIV infection itself.

Are there some, who given the opportunity
may pop a pill, throw caution to the wind and
share themselves amongst the sexually active
multitudes with wild and gay abandon? It's
possible. Am I wholly comfortable at the idea
that preventative treatments come in chemical

“Although not 
inexpensive, PrEp 
is a fraction of the
cost of treating an
HIV infection itself”
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RAINBOW CHORUS FLY 
THE FLAG AT EUROPRIDE
While Brighton Pride was in full swing, the
Rainbow Chorus, Brighton's only LGBT chorus,
were sharing the ‘Brighton Love’ as part
of the Europride celebrations in Amsterdam.

) Europride's theme this year was diversity and our strength in numbers
fighting discrimination; remembering there are still 74 countries where it is a
criminal offence to have same-sex sexual contact and 78 where gay marriage is
still not recognised. The Rainbow Chorus was one of only four UK choirs invited
to take part in AmaSing, an LGBT Choir Festival featuring 14 choirs from all
over Europe and an official part of the Europride celebrations.

Arriving in Amsterdam at the crack of dawn on Thursday August 4, by lunchtime
the Chorus were performing beneath the glass roof of Amsterdam’s National
Maritime Museum. Performances followed later in the day in a public square
and a beautiful leafy park.

Friday August 5 was taken up by preparations for the main event; the festival itself
being held at the magnificent Royal Concertgebouw, acoustically regarded as
one of the finest concert halls in the world and where the likes of Maria Callas and
Tchaikovsky have performed. Under the direction of its dynamic music team,
Mojca Monte on piano and Aneesa Chaudhry (certainly the only MD there
sporting steampunk ankle boots!), the Rainbow Chorus were led through a varied
and fun repertoire that included Sign Supported English earning a cheering,
standing ovation from the sell-out audience of over 1,600 people.

The hard work over, it was time to relax and Amsterdam certainly knows how to
celebrate: the beautiful party city literally pushed the boats out for Europride with
the Rainbow Chorus more than happy to get involved and lend a helping hand.
Almost every street corner, canal and building was covered in rainbow balloons
and Pride banners. The Europride parade itself on the city’s canals saw over 80
party barges decked to the nines, celebrating diversity and unity in fabulous style,
watched by thousands of spectators crammed along the banks and bridges where
the cheers, beers and sometimes tears all flowed freely.

The Rainbow Chorus send thanks to the AmaSing organising team who invited
them to sing, looked after them wonderfully and made them all feel very welcome. 

Chorus Chair, Finola Brophy, echoed the feelings of the 90-strong Rainbow
Chorus of singers and supporters when she said: “As the most diverse and
representative LGBT choir at the festival and one of the very few non-audition
choirs, we were very proud to represent Brighton. Our internal organising ‘A-team’
was brilliant and our bursary scheme meant that all members who wanted to
attend could travel with the Chorus regardless of income. The Rainbow Chorus’s
motto of Strength in Harmony was demonstrated loud and clear in Amsterdam
with a real sense of support, solidarity and pride.”

During their time in Amsterdam, the Rainbow Chorus got to meet and mingle with
their peers from the UK, Italy, Germany, the Netherlands and France with many
friendships being forged providing an unforgettable experience that the Rainbow
Chorus feel privileged and fortunate to have been a part of.

Photographs by Liza O'Malley
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SONGS WITHOUT BORDERS
) Earlier in the year, on June 25, the Rainbow Chorus summer concert, Songs
Without Borders, played to a full house and with a raffle and bucket collection
raised £638 for Brighton Voices in Exile (BVIE), a registered charity reaching out
to refugees, asylum seekers and those with no recourse to public funds in Sussex.

Arthur Law, part of the BVIE Cookery Team, said: “The Rainbow Chorus lifted all
our hearts and reminded us how universal love is and how powerful the bonds of
soul and heart that recognise no borders. Voices in Exile is really pleased to have
joined with the Chorus in raising the profile of LGBT people fleeing war and
persecution and seeking refuge in the UK. We want to continue to improve our
service to LGBT refugees. The generosity of the audience was awesome. Thanks for
the songs and the love, we look forward to working with you again.”

REACHING THE WIDER COMMUNITY
) To tie in with the Rainbow Chorus’s aim to become more involved in the wider
Brighton & Hove community, they accepted an offer from Tesco, to sing at its Hove
store in the lead-up to Brighton Pride just before the chorus left to sing in
Amsterdam. On Saturday July 30, between 1-4pm, 20 members of the choir sang
in the main entrance of Tesco Superstore in Hove. Employees wore Pride T-shirts,
Pride flags and banners were displayed around the foyer and Tesco arranged a fruit
and veg display in the rainbow colours. The Chorus sang the repertoire that they
were taking to Amsterdam less than a week later and were thrilled with the reception
from shoppers. Justin Hillier, Media & Comms lead for the Chorus, said: “It can
be presumptuous to assume people will want to hear an LGBT choir sing, even in
the bubble of Brighton & Hove, but passers-by seemed genuinely delighted to take
a pause in their Saturday routine and listen to our performance, really heart-warming!”

Your next chance to hear the Rainbow Chorus sing will be at their winter concert,
which will be held at St George’s Church, St Georges Road, Kemptown at 7.30pm
on Saturday December 10. Keep an eye on their website for tickets as the show
is always a sell-out. www.rainbowchorus.org.uk

JOIN THE RAINBOW CHORUS
) The Rainbow Chorus will be heading north in August 2017, to take part in the
Hand in Hand choir festival hosted by the Manchester Lesbian & Gay Chorus.
The Chorus has grown considerably in recent years and remains determined to be
fully representative of the LGBT communities in Brighton & Hove. They’re looking
for more men at a new members’ night on Monday September 12. If you think
you have what’s required to be part of the Chorus, register your interest and get more
info by emailing the membership team: membership@rainbowchorus.org.uk

The Rainbow Chorus is the only LGBT choir in the south outside of London. They
aim to provide an enjoyable and supportive environment for LGBT people to sing
together, make new friends while developing community spirit, individual talents
and confidence. Through performance, the Chorus raises the profile of the LGBT
community in Brighton & Hove, provides top quality entertainment and is
supported by the Big Lottery and Rainbow Fund.
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l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Saucy
Sophie 9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz: resident DJs
10.30pm
l SUBLINE Steam 9pm
l ZONE Live music: Collusion 8.30pm

SATURDAY 3
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm

l BAR REVENGE Club Warm-Up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Fusion: DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY Glam Slam
Awards: DJ Klipz & giveaways 10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex,
Grant Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ
Tony B 9.30pm
l DTM Glitterballs: DJ Marcia 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR cabaret: Sally Vate
10pm

PICS FROM BAR 7 + BAR BROADWAY

SEPTEMBER
LISTINGS

BAR 7 CRAWLEY
) 7 Pegler Way, Crawley, RH11 7AG, Tel: 01293 511177, www.7crawley.co.uk
) OPEN Sun, Tue & Wed 6pm–12.30am, Thur–Sat 6pm–2.30am
) DRINK PROMOS Sun: 2 VS For £5, 2 Carlsberg Bottles for £5, go large on
house spirits for £1.50, house bombs £2.50 each, Jägerbombs 3 for £10, larger
range of £1 shots and fishbowls to share, £9.50.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Whatever your range, join Bar 7
and glamorous hostess Jane for a spot of KARAOKE to
round off your weekend every Sunday from 8pm. 

Jane says: “Come and sing us a song and end your weekend
in style! It's always a great fun night with plenty of drinks
offers. See you there!”

Information is correct at the time of going
to press. Gscene cannot be held
responsible for any changes or alterations
to the listings

THURSDAY 1
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR REVENGE FOMO Warm-Up 9pm
l BOUTIQUE CASA Boutique: DJ Lady
Lola 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday: DJ
Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan Bond 9pm

l GROSVENOR BAR Sally Vate’s Bonna
Bingo 8.30pm
l DTM Men Only 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Throwback Thurs
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Fleur de
Paris 8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm; cabaret: Linda Bacardi 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: MIss Jason
9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz:
£150 jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 2
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE RuPaul’s Drag Race:
All Stars screening with Lydia L’Scabies
8pm; Pop-Tartz Warm-Up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Glitter
8pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Franco 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club 6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ
Nick Hirst 9.30pm
l DTM Cruise 70s revival 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s karaoke
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Friday Night Project
with Stephanie Von Clitz & guest 9pm

BAR BROADWAY
) 10 Steine Street, BN2 1TE, Tel: 01273 609777, www.barbroadway.co.uk
) OPEN Mon-Thur 6pm-1am, Fri 5pm–3am, Sat 4pm–3am, Sun 4pm–1am. 
) DRINK PROMOS 4–8pm each day, All Day Mon & Tues. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sunday is FIREPLACE SESSIONS with top talent on the
Bar Broadway stage from 8.30pm: Sam Chara (4), Farrah Joy (11), Spice (18)
and Paul Diello (25). 

Brighton-based singer/songwriter Paul Diello won Best Solo Artist at the Brighton
Music Awards 2010 and was nominated for Best Video. He also performed at the
ceremony, held at prestigious venue the Brighton Centre to an audience including
Jimmy Page, Roger Daltrey and Arthur Brown. As well supporting artists such as
Texas, Jarvis Cocker, Nick Harper, Kyla La Grange, Jay Brannan and Kate Walsh, Paul
has also worked with musicians including Andy Maclure (Sleeper) Adrian Weston
(Carnival Collective) Paul Sandrone (The Mummers) Lance Williams (Darling Waste)
Sophie Madeleine, Steve Down (Joss Stone band) and Miggy Barradas (The Divine
Comedy). 

Paul says: “My early influences were folky chick singers like
Suzanne Vega and Joni Mitchell. My first album really
reflected that side of me, my whimsical side, but I was also
massively in to 80s synth pop whilst growing up. I was
obsessed with Eurythmics, Depeche Mode, Erasure and I
think you can hear some of the 80s pop influences in my
more recent work. I have a tendency to perform songs that

everyone had forgotten they loved, I don't like to cover the same old songs you hear
everywhere. I often hear people say 'I haven't heard this song for years, what a fab
track' etc. Come and let me sing you down memory lane, It's an upbeat, dance fuelled
fun path to tread.”

) REGULARS Mon is ROSS’S QUIZ Night at 8pm. Ross said “Who doesn’t love a
quiz? Especially when it’s showbiz-themed. Expect a different variety of rounds every
week covering TV, music, film, musicals, celebrities and current events. There’s even
an anti-showbiz round thrown in for good measure. Monday nights are where the
weekend begins!”
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l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club
6pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live Jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Martha
D’Arthur 9.30pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs Missy
B & Patch on level 1; Vocal House on
level 2 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Topsie Redfern 10pm

SUNDAY 4
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke
8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions:
Sam Chara 8.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Sunday Funday with
Micklos + karaoke 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 10pm
l BOUTIQUE Family Day: roof terrace
BBQ 1pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS roasts & select
menu 12pm–till gone; Bear Bash, Free
Food & Raffle 5pm

l CHARLES ST Chris & Ruby’s 8th
Annual Charity Cabaret Birthday Bash in 
Aid of the Rainbow Fund: host Lola
Lasagne + Miss Jason, La Voix, Kara Van
Park, Lady Imelda, Rose Garden, Martha
D’Arthur, Sally Vate, Mrs Moore, Myra
Dubois, Davina Sparkle, Miss Penny, the
Vixens & Lucinda Lashes 6pm; Sally’s
Rock & Roll Bingo 8.30pm
l DTM C.A.Y.A Sunday Chill 5pm
l LEGENDS BAR cabaret: Topping &
Butch 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
5pm; Drag Open Mic with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Areacode
6pm; TC’s Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm; cabaret: Jessica Colita 5pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Topsie
Redfern 6pm & 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz Roast
3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm

MONDAY 5
l BAR BROADWAY Ross Cameron’s
Monday Quiz 8pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Miss Jason’s Mad
Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
9pm

l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm

TUESDAY 6
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ
Lewis Osborne 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry
7.30pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS It’s the
Truth Comedy Bluffing Game 8.30pm
l VELVET JACKS Quiz Night 7.45pm
for 8pm start

BOUTIQUE
) 2 Boyces St @ West St, BN11AN, 01273 327607 www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 1pm–very late. Boutique karaoke suites are ideal for staff
parties, birthdays, whatever! Contact Rebecca on 07583 028735 to book one today!
) FOOD all day, every day till midnight
) DRINK PROMOS Mon–Fri: bottles of Moet £50 & Veuve £60. Fri & Sat: five J-
Bombs for £5 and 2-4-1 selected cocktails. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Start the weekend early on Thursday at CASA Boutique,
a new night featuring scene legend DJ Lady Lola spinning tunes to get you moving
from 9pm. Award-winning Brighton-based DJ Lady Lola, a well-known name on the
LGBT club scene and purveyor of fat, bouncing beats, has been rocking our souls and
minds for some years now. A force to be reckoned with, Lady Lola is no stranger to
transfixing dance floors at 5,000 attendee plus large scale events such as Brighton
Pride, Ola Girls (Spain), Il Ha Branca Festival (Azores), Benidorm Pride, Amsterdam

Pride, Summer Rights (Tobacco Dock), As One In the Park
(Victoria Park) not to mention clubs up and down the country
and internationally. Lola has entered the Boutique building!

Lola says: “Expect nothing less than the best in current
House Music; everything deep, tech, jackin and funky! This is
sure to be a fun and exciting new night at Boutique, where
everyone is welcome!” www.facebook.com/ladylolamusic

) REGULARS Fri is i-CANDY with Boutique’s resident DJ
Franco spinning tunes to get you moving from 10pm. )
Sat is se-XXY with the West End’s finest DJ Klipz, shot
drops and giveaways and themes from 10pm: Glam Slam
Awards with £100 Topshop voucher for best dressed (3),
After Hours House Party Sessions (10), Naughty But
Nice (17) and Shake Down with Roof Terrace Party
(24). Sun is the Roof Terrace Family Day with BBQ from 1pm

CAMELFORD ARMS
) 30-31 Camelford St, BN2 1TQ, Tel: 01273 622386, www.camelfordarms.com The
most dog-friendly pub in town. 

) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–9pm; Sunday roast & select
menu 12pm–till gone; Wed seniors' lunch 2–3.30pm, two
courses £7.50. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sunday is the BEAR BASH with
hot bear action and free food and a raffle from 5pm. 

) REGULARS Thur is the BIG CASH QUIZ with a £300
cash prize, free sarnies and great atmosphere from 9pm. ) The FRIDAY CLUB is
from 6pm. 

PICS FROM BOUTIQUE + CAMELFORD ARMS

SEPTEMBER
LISTINGS
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CHARLES STREET BAR
) 8 Marine Parade, BN2 1TA, Tel: 01273 624091, www.charles-street.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. ) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–8pm.
) AFTER WORK HAPPY HOUR All drinks half price 5–9pm Mon–Sat, all night
on Sun from 8.30pm after the cabaret. Offer excludes sparkling wine and cocktails.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (4) the return of Brighton institution, CHRIS &
RUBY'S ANNUAL CHARITY CABARET BIRTHDAY BASH, from 6pm with a host of
the UK’s top cabaret acts in aid of the Rainbow Fund from 6pm. Now in its 8th year,
the evening features hostess Lola Lasagne and the cream of the cabaret circuit,
including: Lady Imelda, Lucinda Lashes, Mrs Moore, Myra Dubois, Martha
D'Arthur, Rose Garden, Sally Vate, Miss Jason, Davina Sparkle, La Voix, Kara
Van Park, Miss Penny and The Vixens. Buckets will be a-shaking for the Rainbow
Fund as the non-stop entertainment raises the roof with sing-along numbers,
outrageous comedy and mayhem, as you’d expect with so many divas in one place!
Lola Lasagne, Brighton belle and ‘singer of songs and teller of jokes’, has
performed across the UK for many years, treading the boards of every major venue on
the gay scene, as well as in Dublin, Ibiza and Gran Canaria. She’s worked alongside
Lily Savage, The Vernon Girls, Dr Evadne Hinge and the original 1960s Tiller Girls. 

Lola says: “Chris & Ruby's Annual Charity Cabaret Birthday
Bash is one of my favourite gigs of the year! Chris runs a
fantastic venue with excellent support from his staff. It’s such
a pleasure to work for them. Rupert is on smoke, sound &
lights and makes us look and sound perfect! And the line up
is phenomenal! I get to introduce this fabulous talent and
watch it all too. Why would I, or you, want to be anywhere

else? Brighton and London come together to form the perfect gift for two lovely people!”

) REGULARS Sunday is CABARET TIME with top Brighton and UK acts burning
up the stage from 7.30pm: Martha D’Arthur (11), Miss Penny (18) and Drag
With No Name (25). Stick around after the show for SALLY VATE’S ROCK & ROLL
BINGO with 50% off all drinks from 8.30pm. ) Wed is Mrs Moore’s BINGO
BONANZA from 9pm.

WEDNESDAY 7
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox Preview
6pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice:
DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch
2-3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Mrs Moore’s Bingo
Bonanza 9pm
l DTM Kick Off: strict dresscode 9pm

l MARINE TAVERN Indian Summer
9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Terry
Seabrook Trio 8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With
Sally Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm

THURSDAY 8
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm

l BAR REVENGE FOMO warm-up 9pm
l BOUTIQUE CASA Boutique: DJ Lady
Lola 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday:
DJ Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan Bond
9pm
l DTM Men Only 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Sally Vate’s Bonna
Bingo 8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Throwback Thurs
8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm; cabaret: Rosie Glow 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Dave Lynn
9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz:
£150 jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 9
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm; It Is
What Is Is@The Gods 8pm
l BAR REVENGE RuPaul’s Drag Race:
All Stars screening with Lydia L’Scabies
8pm; Pop-Tartz Warm-Up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Glitter: DJ Steve Lush 11pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Franco 10pm

l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club 6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ
Nick Hirst 9.30pm
l DTM Cruise 70s Revival 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s karaoke
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Pre-Scrum 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Lucinda
Lashes 9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz: DJs 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Big Scrum sportskit night
10pm
l ZONE Cabaret: Stone & Street 10pm

SATURDAY 10
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm
l BAR REVENGE Club warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Fusion: DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY After Hours House
Party Sessions: DJ Klipz 10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex,
Grant Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ
Tony B 9.30pm
l DTM Serge’s Birthday Bash: DJ 
Marcia 9pm

DTM
) 75a St George’s Rd, BN2 1EF Tel: 01273 911910 www.donttellmama.co.uk
) OPEN Wed-Sat from 9pm, Sun from 5pm. DTM is a men-only club!

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sat is now GLITTERBALLS with DJ Marcia from 9pm.
Sat (10) is SERGE’S BIRTHDAY BASH with DJ Marcia from 9pm, check out the
DTM website for more details! 

) REGULARS Fri is CRUISE 70S REVIVAL from 9pm. ) Sat is OLD SKOOL
1980s/90s night from 9pm. ) Sun is C.A.Y.A (Come As You Are) Chill Out from

5pm. ) Wed is KICK OFF with a strict dresscode from
9pm. ) Thur is MEN ONLY from 9pm. Serge, your host,
says: “Remember the days when you used to go out to your
local gay bar joining your mates or by yourself for a drink, a
laugh, hit a groove or on the pull, not knowing what the night
might bring? Well at this cruise bar, you still can!”

PICS FROM CHARLES STREET & ENVY + DTM
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l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Miss Jason’s Mad
Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm

TUESDAY 13
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ
Lewis Osborne 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry
7.30pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS It’s the
Truth Comedy Bluffing Game 8.30pm
l VELVET JACKS Quiz Night 7.45pm
for 8pm start

WEDNESDAY 14
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox Preview
6pm

l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice:
DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch
2-3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Mrs Moore’s Bingo
Bonanza 9pm
l DTM Kick Off: strict dresscode 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Indian Summer
9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live jazz 8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With
Sally Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm

THURSDAY 15
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR REVENGE FOMO warm-up 9pm
l BOUTIQUE CASA Boutique: DJ Lady
Lola 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday:
DJ Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan Bond
9pm

PICS FROM DOCTOR BRIGHTONS + DEAN FENNEMORE’S 40TH BIRTHDAY @ GROSVENOR

DOCTOR BRIGHTONS
) 16-17 Kings Rd, BN1 1NE, Tel: 01273 208113 www.doctorbrightons.co.uk
) OPEN Mon–Thur 3pm–midnight; Fri & Sat 1pm–2am; Sun 1pm–midnight.
) DRINK PROMOS Happy Hour prices all day Sun–Thur; 1pm–close on Fri;
1–7pm on Sat. Cocktails are BOGOF all day Sun–Fri and till 7pm on Sat. Free
pool with every round every day. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (25) is SMILEY SUNDAY with the best stand-up
comedy ending your weekend with a chuckle from 8pm. 

) REGULARS SEXY SATURDAY is with DJ Tony B heating up the dancefloor
from 9.30pm. ) Kick-start your weekend in style at FUNKY FRIDAY with DJ Nick

Hirst from 7.30pm. ) Fri (30) is Blast Off with DJ
Josh the Barber dishing out the ditties from 9.30pm.

DJ Josh The Barber says: “I’ve been DJing for 20 years or
so in Brighton and I’ve played all over the place at lots of
bars and one-off club nights. I love all kinds of music from
disco to driving house.” 

GROSVENOR
) 16 Western Street, Hove, BN1 2PG, www.thegrosvenorbar.com
) OPEN daily from noon–late.
) DRINK PROMOS Mon–Fri 5–7pm

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Saturday (17) is CABARET with the divine Topsie
Redfern, the Mary Poppins of Drag, delivering spoonfuls of sugar onstage at 10pm. 

Topsie, a class act with excellent live vocals, glamour, wit and
a warm stage presence, says: “I’m warm and friendly, elegant,
slightly kookie, single and a little bit desperate. I do a real
mixture of songs; pop, jazz and musical theatre. Because I’ve
got no duet partner I often have to do duets by myself or enlist
the help of the audience. Come and watch… pretty please! If
being polite fails I’m offering you my body, yes I’m looking for
a husband and it could be you. I bet you’ve always wanted to

marry a drag queen... no?”

) REGULARS Thur is BONNA BINGO with Sally Vate from 8.30pm. ) Fri is
KARAOKE with the ever-glamorous Mysterry from 9pm. ) Sat is CABARET time at
10pm: Sally Vate (3), Kitty Monroe (10) and Davina Sparkle (24).

SEPTEMBER
LISTINGS

l GROSVENOR BAR cabaret: Kitty
Monroe 9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club
9pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Baga Chipz
9.30pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs Missy
B & Patch on level 1; Vocal House on
level 2 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Sally Vate 10pm

SUNDAY 11
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke
8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions:
Farrah Joy 8.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Sunday Funday with
Micklos + karaoke 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BOUTIQUE Family Day: roof terrace
BBQ 1pm

l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS roasts & select
menu 12pm–till gone; Bear Bash, Free
Food & Raffle 5pm
l CHARLES ST Cabaret: Martha
D’Arthur 7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll
Bingo 8.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Showtunes Sunday
1pm
l DTM C.A.Y.A Sunday Chill 5pm
l LEGENDS BAR cabaret: Lola Lasagne
3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
5pm; Drag Open Mic with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Areacode
6pm; TC’s Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm; cabaret: TV TV 5pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: TBA 6pm &
9.30pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz
Roast 3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm

MONDAY 12
l BAR BROADWAY Ross Cameron’s
Monday Quiz 8pm
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OPEN EVERYDAY
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

KARAOKE
WITH DRAG HOST
MON-THUR 5PM-midnight

FRI, SAT, SUN 12noon-midnight

KARAOKE EVERYDAY
MON-THUR 6-11PM

FRI, SAT & SUN 12noon-11PM
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

CABARET
THURSDAY 9pm
1ST LINDA BACARDI
8TH ROSIE GLOW
15TH CHAMONIX ASPEN
22ND RUBY GALORE
29TH tbc

SUNDAY 5pm
4TH JESSICA COLITA
11TH TV TV
18TH STEPHANIE VON CLITZ
25TH CANDI RELL

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

DRINK OFFERS
FRI & SAT 12-7 / SUN 12-5PM

Doubles bar £3
Stella & Stowford Press £3 pint

129 St James Street
www.thepoisonivy.co.uk  f PoisonIvy Kemptown



l DTM Men Only 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Sally Vate’s Bonna
Bingo 8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Throwback
Thursday 8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm; cabaret: Chamonix Aspen 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Sally Vate &
Cassidy Connors 9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm

l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz:
£150 jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 16
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE RuPaul’s Drag Race:
All Stars screening with Lydia L’Scabies
8pm; Pop-Tartz Warm-Up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Glitter: DJ Steve Lush 11pm
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l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Franco 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club
6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ
Nick Hirst 9.30pm
l DTM Cruise 70s Revival 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s karaoke
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN LGBTQ Pub Crawl
8.30pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Dr Woof
9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz on level 1; Love
Shack: DJ Claire Fuller on level 2
10.30pm
l SUBLINE Filth - Mixed Fetish Night
9pm
l ZONE cabaret: JP Christian 10pm

SATURDAY 17
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm
l BAR REVENGE Club warm-up 9pm

l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Fusion: DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY Naughty But Nice
Party: DJ Klipz 10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex,
Grant Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ
Tony B 9.30pm
l DTM Glitterballs: DJ Marcia 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR cabaret: Topsie
Redfern 10pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club
9pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: TBA
9.30pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs Missy
B & Patch on level 1; Vocal House on
level 2 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Kara Van Park 10pm

SEPTEMBER
LISTINGS

LEGENDS BAR
) 31-34 Marine Parade, BN2 1TR Tel: 01273 624462, www.legendsbrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 11am–5am
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–5pm; Sunday lunch 12–3pm.
) DRINK PROMOS Buy one bottle of wine, get 2nd half price, Mon–Fri
12–11pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Every Sunday is CABARET at Legends at 3.30pm - a
Brighton institution and a great way to see out the weekend in style – with Topping
& Butch (4), Lola Lasagne (11), La Voix (18) and Miss Jason (25). 

La Voix, (18), is a woman with one mission: to bring back glamour, class and
sophistication, not to mention humour, to the UK stage and screen! Semi-Finalist of
Britain’s Got Talent and runner-up in RuPaul’s Drag Race UK, for the past 10 years
she has been taking on the big divas and making them her own with live spine
tingling vocals that are amongst the finest in the industry. Her uncanny ability to
switch between the vocal styles of Tina Turner, Shirley Bassey, Liza Minnelli, Judy
Garland or Cher with the click of a finger leaves the audience mesmerised.

La Voix says: “La Voix started as pub joke with my dear
friend Stephen Gately, who used to egg me on to sing all
sorts of songs in the style of Shirley Bassey or Liza. It was
when he sadly died that I performed dressed as Shirley at
his Memorial at the Palace Theatre that I thought he would
love me to take this further. The realisation of the act as work
was born but I always try to remain routed in the fact it is
just a light joke. 

“Big belters such as Liza Minnelli and Shirley Bassey inspire my show. Also I was a
massive fan of Ruthie Henshall. Anyone with delivered big loud belting high notes I
loved! My show is high energy, bouncy fun. It’s a celebration of big voiced divas and
is surrounded with anecdotes and conversation-style banter that is non-offensive or
crude. I picture La Voix as warm, open minded, approachable and glamorous (with
an edge). I try as hard as possible to sound vocally sound as much like the legendary
women I portray, much more than look like them.”

) REGULARS MAD MONDAYS with Miss Jason every Monday from 9.30pm. 

LEGENDS BASEMENT CLUB
) 31-34 Marine Parade, BN2 1TR Tel: 01273 624462, www.legendsbrighton.com
) OPEN Wed & Fri–Sun from 11pm. 
) DRINK PROMOS 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Every Sunday is POP!CANDY
with DJ Claire Fuller sweetening up the end of your weekend
with a sprinkling of sugary tracks from 11pm. Claire is a
Brighton-based DJ with over 20 years of experience behind
the decks playing most genres of music although her main
love is commercial dance/chart remixes and mash ups. Not
only is she approachable and friendly, but she also knows

how to read a crowd and get that ‘hands in the air’ party vibe going! DJ Claire, whose
main love is seeing the crowd’s reaction to the music she plays, says: “Pop!Candy has
grown and developed its own fan base and is busy, camp and fun every Sunday!”

) REGULARS Wed is ICE with DJ Claire Fuller spinning chart/house/r&b. 
) Fri is GLITTER with DJ Steve Lush spinning chart/disco classics. 
) Sat is FUSION with DJ Peter Castle.
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SUNDAY 18
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke
8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions:
Spice 8.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Sunday Funday with
Micklos + karaoke 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BOUTIQUE Family Day: roof terrace
BBQ 1pm

l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash, free
food & raffle 5pm; roasts & select menu
12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST cabaret: Miss Penny
7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll Bingo
8.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Showtunes Sunday
1pm
l DTM C.A.Y.A Sunday Chill 5pm
l LEGENDS BAR cabaret: La Voix
3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm

l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
4pm; Drag Open Mic with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Areacode
6pm; TC’s Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm; cabaret: Stephanie Von Clitz 5pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Davina
Sparkle 6pm & 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz
Roast 3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm
l VELVET JACKS Live music: Mike
Newsham & guests 3.30pm

MONDAY 19
l BAR BROADWAY Ross Cameron’s
Monday Quiz 8pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Miss Jason’s Mad
Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
9pm

l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm

TUESDAY 20
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ
Lewis Osborne 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry
7.30pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Film
Night: thriller/horror 8pm
l VELVET JACKS Quiz Night 7.45pm
for 8pm start

WEDNESDAY 21
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox Preview
6pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice:
DJ Claire Fuller 11pm

SEPTEMBER
LISTINGS

MARINE TAVERN
) 13 Broad St, BN2 1TJ, Tel: 01273 905578, www.marinetavern.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 12pm. 
) FOOD Daily from 12-9pm; Sunday roasts served 12–5pm, £6.95 each or two
for £13; Tue is Curry Night with curry for £1 served 7.30–9pm.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Friday (23)–Sunday (25) QUEENS’ ARMS REUNION
PARTY WEEKEND returns with old and new faces coming together to remember the
old days of the QA. Over the weekend the Marine are raising funds for the Rainbow
Fund with raffles and buckets! Fri (23) QA DJ Kamp Kevin at 9pm plays your old
favourites in the nude, with just a pinny hiding his modesty. Get there early for the
free buffet! Sat (24) is KARAOKE and entertainment TBA; hot dogs, burgers & fries
3–9pm; then Gabriella Parish from 9pm. Delicious roasts served from 12pm on

Sun (25) with an extra special QA REUNION PARTY DRAG
OPEN MIC with acts and faces from the old QA at 9pm. 

Lee Cockshott, Marine Tavern owner, says: “It’s been a year
since the first hugely successful reunion so we can’t wait to
welcome old and new faces back to the Marine Tavern. Last year
Pete from Big Brother joined us and we have many more
surprises up our sleeves this year. See you there!” 

) Finally remember the Marine Tavern host the CHAV & SCALLY night upstairs at
the Bulldog on Fri (30).

POISON IVY
) 129 St James’s Street, Brighton, BN2 1TH
) OPEN Mon–Thur 5pm–12am, Fri–Sun 12pm–12am
) DRINK PROMOS Fri & Sat 12–7pm and Sun 12–5pm: doubles £3, pints of
Stella and Stowford Press £3

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sunday is CABARET with new and established acts
performing on the refurbished Poison Ivy stage from 5pm: Jessica Colita (4), TV TV
(11), Stephanie Von Clitz (18) and Candi Rell (25).

) REGULARS KARAOKE everyday: Mon–Thur 6–11pm and Fri–Sun 12–11pm.
) Get your weekly dose of CABARET on the Ivy stage every Thur from 9pm: Linda

Bacardi (1), Rosie Glow (8), Chamonix Aspen (15),
Ruby Galore (22) and TBA (29). 

Chamonix Aspen (15), says: “Take a trip to Chamonix
Aspen at Poison Ivy. Hear Chamonix sing about her life, the
men in her life and her love of shopping. Miss Aspen, part of
the International Monied Trash jetset, is well known as a
1980s party girl who came from the wrong side of the ski

slopes and made it big. The cougar who loves beluga, she'll shop and drop, she'll pay
and display and she'll even park and ride.”

PARIS HOUSE
) 21 Western Rd, BN3 1AF, Tel: 01273 724195, www.parishousebrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. ) FOOD daily from 12pm–close.
) ONE FOR THE DIARY Thur (1) 1930s–50s LIVE CHANSON with Fleur de
Paris from 8pm.
) REGULARS Wed free LIVE MUSIC at 8pm: the Terry Seabrook Trio (7), jazz
(14), James Olster Trio (21) and Eddie Myer (28). ) Sat live jazz at 4pm; TC'S
JOYFUL NOISE with DJ Kenny at 9pm, free entry. ) Sun live music from
Areacode at 6pm; TC’S JOYFUL NOISE with DJ Kenny from 9pm.
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l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day
11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch
2-3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Mrs Moore’s Bingo
Bonanza 9pm
l DTM Kick Off: strict dresscode 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Indian Summer
9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: James
Osler Trio 8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm

l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With
Sally Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm

THURSDAY 22
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR REVENGE FOMO warm-up 9pm
l BOUTIQUE CASA Boutique: DJ Lady
Lola 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm

QUEENS ARMS
) 7 George Street, BN2 1RH, Tel: 01273 696873,
www.thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms
) OPEN 4pm Wed–Fri; 2pm Sat & Sun.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Head along to AN AUDIENCE WITH SALLY VATE for
an evening of song, banter, vodka and soul-searching as the spotlight is turned on
the audience who get to give Sally, who boasts having the liver of a house brick, a

real grilling every Wednesday from 9.30pm.

‘Drag for all seasons’ Sally Vate says: “My inspiration for
Sally is my mother, the best brick layer in Yorkshire - a
formidable woman indeed! But I’ve also taken the qualities
of many people, including my florist father's dry wit and his
ability to hold down a drink, though I do love my Victoria
Wood and Julie Walters’ comedy and sometimes can't help

but throw the odd quote about. I’m also really into the humour and songs by the
Divine Bette Midler, so you take and absorb bits from these people who have
inspired you throughout your life in many different ways. 

“Sally Vate is a good all rounder (fat) Northern Girl with the liver of a house brick!
Every show is a unique experience with witty banter and a wide range of songs. My
favourite audiences are those that respect the performer, but don't sit there like they
are in church - you are allowed to laugh, clap and interact, in all the right places. 
So clap, laugh, listen, and ask me anything you like! Sometimes you need to take a
step back and not take life too seriously.”

) REGULARS Thursday is another chance to see top cabaret on the QA stage
from 9.30pm: Miss Jason (1), Dave Lynn (8), Sally Vate & Cassidy Connors
(15), Spice (22) and Maisie Trollette (29). ) Fri is CABARET from 9.30pm
with local and national stars: Saucy Sophie (2), Lucinda Lashes (9), Dr Woof
(16), Dr Beverly Ball Crusher (23) and Dave Lynn (30). ) Sat is CABARET
from 9.30pm: Martha D’Arthur (3), Baga Chipz (10), TBA (17) and Son of a
Tutu (24). Sun is a double helping of top CABARET at 6pm and 9.30pm: Topsie
Redfern (4), TBA (11), Davina Sparkle (18) and Kara Van Park (25). 
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l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday: DJ
Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan Bond 9pm
l DTM Men Only 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Sally Vate’s Bonna
Bingo 8.30pml MARINE TAVERN
Throwback Thur 8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm; cabaret: Ruby Galore 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Spice
9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Club Silencio: avant-garde
cabaret 8.30pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz:
£150 jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 23
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE RuPaul’s Drag Race:
All Stars screening with Lydia L’Scabies
8pm; Pop-Tartz Warm-Up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Glitter: DJ Steve Lush 11pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Franco 10pm
l BULLDOG Marine Tavern host Chav &
Scally Night: Meet the Poster Lads
upstairs with DJ Screwpulous 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club 6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm

l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ
Nick Hirst 9.30pm
l DTM Cruise 70s Revival 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s
karaoke 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN QA Reunion
Weekender & Fundraiser for Rainbow
Fund: DJ Kamp Kevin, free buffet 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Dr Beverly
Ball-Crusher 9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz: DJs 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Steam 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Soul DJ
7.30pm
l ZONE cabaret: Miss Jason 10pm

SATURDAY 24
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm;
Giggle@the Gods 8pm
l BAR REVENGE Club warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Fusion: DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY Shake Down Roof
Terrace Party: DJ Klipz 10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex,
Grant Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ
Tony B 9.30pm
l DTM Glitterballs: DJ Marcia 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR cabaret: Davina
Sparkle 9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm

SEPTEMBER
LISTINGS

BAR REVENGE
) 5-7 Marine Parade, BN2 1TA, Tel: 01273 606064, www.revenge.co.uk
) OPEN Sun-Wed 12pm–1am, Thur 12pm-2am, Fri & Sat 12pm–6am. Buy a
drink on Thur, Fri & Sat to pick up discounted entry passes for Club Revenge.
) FOOD Burgers, breakfasts, pizzas & more served Fri & Sat 12–6am.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Lydia L’Scabies hosts screenings of the new series of
RUPAUL’S DRAG RACE: ALL STARS on the giant projector screen Fri from 8pm. 

REVENGE
) 32-34 Old Steine, BN1 1EL, Tel: 01273 606064, www.revenge.co.uk
) OPEN Tue from 11pm, Thur, Fri & Sat from 10.30pm.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Tue (27) is the FOMO Freshtival Special 90s/00s UV
Party with free glowsticks, UV facepainting and two floors of tunes celebrating two
decades of massive music!  

) REGULARS Thursday is FOMO with all-star DJs play pop/chart/house, pop-
punk/bass hip-hop, £1 b4 12am with Facebook gueslist or pass from Bar Revenge.
) Friday is POP TARTZ resident DJs play big pop anthems. Fri (16) is LOVE
SHACK with DJ Claire Fuller on level 2, 70s/80s pop/disco/power ballads/party
anthems. Fri (30) is FAT LIP on level 2 with DJ Fifi pop-punk/indie/rock/ metal! If
you fancy a cheeky midweeker then head to Tuesdays at Revenge with DJs Trick
and Toby Lawrence spinning the best pop anthems all night, including Nicki Minaj,
Britney Spears, Kelly Clarkson, One Direction, Madonna, Whitney Houston and more.

Entry £2 and every drink is just £2.50 all night, including
spirit & mixer, bottles, shots, pints and even Desperados.
Plus you can double up for just £1.50! 
DJ Trick says: “Tuesdays at Revenge are the most chilled
out, but buzzing night on the scene! Designed to welcome
all the scene staff and regulars along with students and party
goers in search of the most eclectic, random and on trend
mixes of music!”

SUBLINE
) 129 St James' St, BN2 1TH, Tel: 01273 624100, www.sublinebrighton.co.uk
) OPEN Wed–Sun from 9pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Like Men in Kit? Like Free Shots? Like a club with a built in
cruising area? If you answer YES then you’ll love the BIG SCRUM sportskit night on
Friday (9) with DJ Screwpulous dishing out the tunes from 10pm 'til the early
hours! Entry is £5 in kit/sport top, £7 casual wear. 

DJ Screwpulous says: “I was born in Bristol and that's where
my DJ adventure began. I was passionate about music since I
remember. My first vinyls were from my mum's eclectic
collection from the 1950s onwards. I started buying my own
records aged 10 in the 1970s, including reggae and soul
music. I didn't need any extra push to try mixing music myself.
I played to anyone who would listen! I’ve been lucky to have

had the chance to play very different types of music but over time my interests have
moved more to club music.”

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Polish off your leathers and tighten those buckles on
Saturday (24) from 10pm with LEATHERMEN SOUTH, who bring together the
leathermen of Sussex, Surrey, Kent and further afield. Leathermen South’s chief aim is
to build and support the local gay leather community and to provide a regular place to

meet in gear and to indulge shared interests and for our own
mutual enjoyment. Entry is free in leather, regular charges in
civvies. Leathermen South say: “Subline is Brighton's premier
gay fetish club with a resident top local DJ, friendly bar staff,
coat check, changing room with lockers and dark cruising
areas. There are 40 lockers only, so arrive early if you wish to
change into gear.”
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7 GEORGE STREET BRIGHTON
01273 696873

http://thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms

WEDNESDAY9.30PM AN AUDIENCE WITH SALLY VATE

SATURDAYCABARET 9.30PM

3SEPT MARTHA D’ARTHUR
10SEPT BAGA CHIPZ
17SEPT TBC
24SEPT SON OF A TUTU

SUNDAY
4SEPT TOPSIE REDFERN

11SEPT TBC
18SEPT DAVINA SPARKLE
25SEPT KARA VAN PARK

DOUBLE CABARET
AT 6PM & 9.30PM

FRIDAYCABARET 9.30PM

2 SEPT  SAUCIE SOPHIE 
9SEPT  LUCINDA LASHES

16SEPT  DR WOOF
23SEPT  DR BEVERLY 

BALLCRUSHER
30SEPT  DAVE LYNN

THURSDAY
1SEPT  MISS JASON 
8SEPT  DAVE LYNN

15SEPT  SALLY VATE &
CASSIDY CONNORS

22SEPT  SPICE
29SEPT  MAISIE TROLLETTE

ALL THE LOCAL LADIES
CABARET 9.30PM

NEW TUESDAY nights coming in OCTOBER
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l MARINE TAVERN QA Reunion
Weekender & Fundraiser for Rainbow
Fund: hot dogs, burgers, fries 3-9pm;
karaoke + cabaret TBA 4pm; Gabrielle
Parrish 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Son of a
Tutu 9.30pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs Missy
B & Patch on level 1; Vocal House on
level 2 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Leathermen South 10pm
l ZONE cabaret: Spice 10pm

SUNDAY 25
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke
8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions:
Paul Diello 8.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Sunday Funday with
Micklos + karaoke 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BOUTIQUE Family Day: roof terrace
BBQ 1pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash, free
food & raffle 5pm; roasts & select menu
12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST cabaret: Drag With No
Name 7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll Bingo
8.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Smiley Sunday
Stand Up Comedy - Fundraiser for the
Rainbow Fund 7.30pm
l DTM C.A.Y.A Sunday Chill 5pm
l LEGENDS BAR cabaret: Miss Jason
3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
5pm; Drag Open Mic QA Reunion Special
with Stephanie Von Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Areacode
6pm; TC’s Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm; cabaret: Candi Rell 5pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Kara Van
Park 6pm & 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Cum in Your Pants 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz
Roast 3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm
l ZONE cabaret: Jason Lee 6pm

PICS FROM VELVET JACKS42 GSCENE OUT & ABOUT

MONDAY 26
l BAR BROADWAY Ross Cameron’s
Monday Quiz 8pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Miss Jason’s Mad
Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm

TUESDAY 27
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ
Lewis Osborne 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry
7.30pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm
l REVENGE FOMO Freshtival Special:
90s/00s 2-floor UV Party 9.30pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Film
Night: musical 8pm
l VELVET JACKS Quiz Night 7.45pm
for 8pm start

WEDNESDAY 28
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox Preview
6pm

l BAR REVENGE Lip Sync For Your
Life: Crystal Lubrikunt, cash/boozy prizes
9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice:
DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day
11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch
2-3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Mrs Moore’s Bingo
Bonanza 9pm
l DTM Kick Off: strict dresscode 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Indian Summer
9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Eddie
Myer 8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With
Sally Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm

THURSDAY 29
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY The Belle of
Belfast: Rose Garden@The Gods 8pm
l BAR REVENGE FOMO warm-up 9pm
l BOUTIQUE CASA Boutique: DJ Lady
Lola 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm

SEPTEMBER
LISTINGS

THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS
) 59 North Rd, Brighton, BN1 1YD, Tel: 01273 608571, www.3jollybutchers.com
) OPEN 12pm on Mon–Sat, 1pm on Sun. Private function room available. 
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–9pm; Sunday roasts 1–6pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Fri (30) musician & pianist Mark Hodge plays popular
songs & maybe a new creation from 8pm.
) REGULARS Tue (6) & (13) TRUTH BLUFFING GAME with free improv fun from
8.30pm. Other Tue FREE FILM night at 8pm: thriller/horror (20) & musical (27).
) Thur is QUIZ with £150 cash prize 7.30pm, all welcome! ) Sun is the JAZZ
ROAST at 3pm, free entry.

VELVET JACKS
) 50 Norfolk Sq, Brighton, BN1 2PA, Tel: 07720 661290 http://tinyurl.com/VelvetJacks
) OPEN Tue–Thur 4–11.30pm, Fri & Sat 12–11.30pm, Sun 12–11pm.
) FOOD Meat & cheese boards and wood-fired pizzas served all day, every day. 
) DRINK PROMOS 4–7pm, includes: two cocktails for £10, Orangeboom £3.20
pint, large glass of wine for price of medium glass.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sunday (18) is LIVE MUSIC
with Mike Newsham and his guests from 3.30pm. Mike
says: “I write my own tunes but I’m no stranger to throwing in
a few choice covers! At Velvet Jacks I put on an intimate
afternoon of chilled out acoustic tunes alongside some guests
in the cosy bar.” 

) REGULARS Tue is QUIZ night with a cash prize, get there at 7.45pm for an
8pm start.
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l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday:
DJ Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan Bond
9pm
l DTM Men Only 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Sally Vate’s
Bonna Bingo 8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Throwback
Thursday 8pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
6pm; cabaret: TBA 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Maisie
Trollette 9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz:
£150 jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 30
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE RuPaul’s Drag Race:
All Stars screening with Lydia L’Scabies
8pm; Pop-Tartz Warm-Up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Glitter: DJ Steve Lush 11pm

l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Franco
10pm
l BULLDOG Marine Tavern host Chav
& Scally Night with DJ Screwpulous
10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club
6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Blast Off: DJ Josh
the Barber 9.30pm
l DTM Cruise 70s Revival 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s
karaoke 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Jukebox Disco
9pm
l POISON IVY karaoke with drag host
12pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Dave Lynn
9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz on level 1; Fat
Lip: DJ Fifi on level 2 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Steam 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Mark
Hodge live 8pm
l ZONE cabaret: Back Beat 10pm

ZONE
) 33 St James’ St, BN2 1RF, Tel: 01273 682249, www.zonebrighton.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 10am. 
) DRINK PROMOS All day Sun-Thur, till 7pm Fri & Sat 2-4-£10 selected
cocktails 5–8pm everyday.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Crank up the heat on Saturday (24) with Brighton’s
bearded drag queen, Spice, with showtunes and a ‘touch of Shirley’ at 10pm.

Spice is a multi-talented performer with over 15 years
experience on the stage. He combines a very polished drag
image with amazing live vocals and an informal, friendly
style. 

Spice says: “I’ll be bringing a combination of sparkle and
showbiz to the Zone stage with show-stopping songs, camp
sing-a-long tunes and loads of laughs along the way, this is

a night not to be missed.”

) REGULARS FRIDAY LIVE at 10pm: Collusion (2), Stone & Street (9), JP
Christian (16), Miss Jason (23) and Back Beat (30). ) CABARET on Sat at
10pm: Topsie Redfern (3), Sally Vate (10) and Kara Van Park (17). ) End the
weekend in style on Sun (25) with Jason Lee at 6pm.
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SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 20
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 21
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 22
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising 8.30pm

FRIDAY 23
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Tiara Thunderpussy 10pm

SATURDAY 24
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Lucinda Lashes & Eva Iglesias 8.30pm

SUNDAY 25
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Miss
Penny & Lola Lasagne 8pm

MONDAY 26
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 27
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 28
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 29
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising 8.30pm

FRIDAY 30
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Dr Beverly Ballcrusher 10pm

PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BOULEVARD 
1 Hampshire Terrace, Southsea 
TEL: 2392 297509
l OLD VIC 104 St Paul’s Rd, Southsea
TEL: 02392 297013, www.oldvicportsmouth.co.uk

SOUTHAMPTON
l ISOBAR 100c St Mary’s St
TEL: 02380 222028
l LONDON HOTEL 2 Terminus Terr, SO14 3DT
TEL: 02380 710652, www.the-london.co.uk
Friendly bar with cabaret, DJs & food
OPEN: Mon-Wed 12-11pm, Thur 12-12.30am,
Fri & Sat 12-1.30am, Sun 12-11.30pm   
FOOD: Mon-Sat 12-3pm; Sunday roasts 12-
3.30pm 
l TITANIC Simnel St, SO14 2BE
TEL: 023 8021 1879, www.thetitanicpub.co.uk
l EDGE Compton Walk, SO14 0BH
TEL: 02380 366163, www.theedgesouthampton.com

THURSDAY 1
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising 8.30pm

FRIDAY 2
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Miss Jason 10pm

SATURDAY 3
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Neil
Sackley 8.30pm

SUNDAY 4
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Tanya
Hyde & Scarlett Diamante 8pm

MONDAY 5
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 6
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 7
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 8
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising 8.30pm

FRIDAY 9
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Son of a Tutu 10pm

SATURDAY 10
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Dazza
8.30pm

SUNDAY 11
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Lucinda
L:ashes & Myra Dubois 8pm

MONDAY 12
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 13
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 14
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 15
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising 8.30pm

FRIDAY 16
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Mary Mac 10pm

SATURDAY 17
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Claire
Fuller + Jo Frances 8.30pm

SUNDAY 18
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Mary Mac
& Mrs Moore 8pm

MONDAY 19
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am

LONDON HOTEL SOUTHAMPTON
) 2 Terminus Terr, SO14 3DT, Tel: 02380 710652, www.the-london.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 12pm.  
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–3pm; Sunday lunch 12–3.30pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY SUNDAY NIGHT ON THE LONDON PODIUM features two of
the UK’s top live performers every week on the London stage from 8pm: Tanya Hyde &
Scarlett Diamante (4), Lucinda Lashes & Myra Dubois (11), Mary Mac & Mrs
Moore (18) and Miss Penny & Lola Lasagne (25).

) REGULARS Fri is FAIRYLEA with DJ Ruby Roo high camp/pure cheese and
CABARET at 10pm: Miss Jason (2), Son of a Tutu (9), Mary Mac (16), Tiara
Thunderpussy (23) and Dr Beverly Ballcrusher (30). )Sat is GUILTY PLEASURES
with DJs from 8.30pm: Neil Sackley (3), Dazza (10), Claire Fuller & vocalist Jo
Frances (17) and Lucinda Lashes & vocalist Eva Iglesias (24). ) Thur is KARAOKE
CRUISING with Kara Van Park (8, 22 & 29) and Lucinda Lashes (15) from 8.30pm.
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DJ PROFILE: HIFI SEAN
This month Queenie catches up with the fabulous DJ, songwriter and all
round hero, Hifi Sean…

How are you? I’m in fine fettle despite terrible jet lag! I’ve been in West
Coast USA DJing - I even won $1.50 in Las Vegas (living the high life!). 

We missed you at Pride, though your Lost Without You, featuring
Paris Grey, absolutely blew the roof off every time it was played! Tell
us about your current musical projects. I was in Atlanta that day and
kept seeing posts about the track and wished I’d been there. The track is
from my album Hifi Sean - Ft, where I’ve collaborated with some of my
fave artists: Crystal Waters, Yoko Ono, Billie Ray Martin, Fred Schneider
(B-52s), Bootsy Collins, David McAlmont and many more. It’s been a
two-year labour of love that’s taken me to many cities round the world
to record. It’s an electronic psychedelic soul album that starts off
euphoric and starts to slowly unwind into darker territories. A true
concept album from start to finish, rather than just a playlist randomly
put together!

DJ style? I am great believer that DJing should be just an extension of
your musical tastes and then it’s an honest form of love, maybe what I
play can be quite eclectic (hate that word) but then again your taste is
the one thing that joins all those dots together.

Favourite song of all time? T-Rex’s Get It On – the first record I loved
as a child. Showing off, I once worked with Mickey Finn from T-Rex and
he knew it was my fave record. He gave me his actual pristine picture
sleeve 7” - it was second off the pressings to Marc Bolan’s! Such a
treasured possession.

Tune that always fills your dancefloor? Hamilton Bohanon Let’s Start
The Dance - if you can’t lose it to that then please give up! 

Ultimate dream gig? At the top of the Atomium in Brussels, I wrote a
track on the album with Bootsy Collins about it. To say I’m slightly
obsessed by the structure is an understatement. And oh yeah Ibiza,
crazy thing is I’ve never spun there. 

Tune you wish you’d never played? I found a bootleg remix of a Kylie
record and spent hours editing out all the vocal as the backing track was
a killer production. I was playing a deep sexy house set and dropped it –
only to find I’d burnt the wrong version and Kylie was singing one of her
pop hits... all 800 people on the floor stopped and stared at me! 

Describe yourself in three words! Up - Middle - Down 

HIFI SEAN CURRENT TOP FIVE 
) SAUCY LADY Magic Dust (Yam Who remix) Midnight Riot
) INFINITY INK Full Capacity (Nathan Barato mix) Different 
) SHALVOY & HIFI SEAN Darling Midnight Riot
) HIFI SEAN ft Jean Honeymoon Monday Morning Sunshine White
) GENE FARRIS & DAJAE Dance All Night Relief

46 GSCENE

DANCE MUSIC
BY QUEEN JOSEPHINE & KATE WILDBLOOD

ALBUMS
) So here’s the month we’ve been
dreading. The post-Pride bump
that is September. But fret not
we’re here with a soundtrack so
sizzling you’ll be feeling the Pride
summer rays till October. Honest.

First up is the
magnificent
Gerd Janson as
he explores the
space between
cosmic disco

and acid house on fabric 89. An
absolute rocket of a compilation
that will have you spun out and
spacey all month long. As will the

superb The
Black 80s’
Heart To Art on
Sonar Kollektiv
with their kooky
Canadian house,

System of Survival’s Chicago and
Detroit infused sounds of D-
Votion on Get Physical Music and

the muscular
disco synth
wonder that is
Golden Bug’s
V.I.C.T.O.R on La
Belle. As

Soulsearcher kind of put it we
can’t get enough. 

Also keeping us grinning through
the last days of summer are the
delights that are Ibized 2016 by

David Penn on
Urbana
Recordings, it’s
all about house
music don’t you
know, and the

sweet melodies of Hidden Turn’s
The Ride on 31 Recordings.
Feeling the love. As we do for
these two final beauties. Bryan

Ferry’s
Avonmore The
Remixes on BMG
will ensure your
Ferry addiction
is fed with

excellence courtesy of PBR
Streetgang, Leftside Wobble and
more whilst the divine Hifi Sean’s

FT on Plastique,
with its
electronic and
psychedelic
soul, will charm
the disco pants

off ya as he reveals his genius
touch yet again to create a
contender for longplayer of the
year. Enjoy. 

Catch Wildblood & Queenie’s Home
Service on RadioReverb 97.2FM
DAB & line radioreverb.com
perfectdistractions.com

WILDBLOOD & QUEENIE’S SEPT SIZZLERS
) TENSNAKE Freundchen True Romance
The 21st century disco don returns and blows us all away. Again. 
) AFFKT No Rush Kittball
Spaced out breaks and a groove so addictive it has a health warning.
) REMI MAZET Paris Is Burning (Man Power remix) Love Fever
Fall for this wonder and your wiggle is guaranteed.
) LA FLEUR Hedione Watergate Records
Queenie's fav Fleur delivers another slice of Berlin bliss from Watergate.
) SNACKS Burnin House Of Disco
Yes she’s got us burning up – all hot and disco like. 
) ALEXIS RAPHAEL Total Confusion Of Unsound Mind
A stomper of tune destined to get you sweating till dawn
) KIM ANN FOXMAN It's You That Drives Me Wild Firehouse
Majestic remix from the queen of intoxicating house. 
) MIRCO CARUSO Boxx (Original Mix) Gruvv
Tech house delight with a twisted soul. Nice.
) STEVE MURPHY Italolove Hot Haus
Blood Cake 909 EP action with added space disco action. 
) ANGEL MORA & Bonetti Back To Chicago Salted Music
A slice of Balearic Funk Nights EP excellence that won’t disappoint.
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GAMES

) Being a huge video game fan I have
experienced a lot of titles and
franchises within my lifetime. One genre
I hold close to my heart is RPG. From
Western and online RPGs / MMOs
(Massively Multiplayer Online games) to
handheld and Japanese RPGs aka JRPGS
I love a ton of them. One of my all-time
favourite games as a teenager was the gargantuan epic that was Final
Fantasy VII on the PSX. Nothing prepared me for what I experienced as
it was unlike anything I’d ever seen or played before. Stunning FMVs, a
kick arse soundtrack, beautiful landscapes and graphics, Final Fantasy
VII had it all and I was hooked from the moment I put the first of the
three discs into my Playstation. After I found out that we’re finally
getting a remake of said game next year on its 20th anniversary my love
for the Final Fantasy series has been reignited as I kind of stopped
playing Final Fantasy games from FF X-2 onwards. Although it’s the
remake that’s got me interested in Final Fantasy again, we’re also
getting the next numbered instalment in the franchise this very month. 

After being in development for 10 years, Final Fantasy XV is finally (no
pun intended) in our hands. The game began life as a Playstation 3

exclusive spin off titled Final
Fantasy Versus XIII but after six
years in development it was
bumped up to be a numbered true
instalment instead for the eighth
generation consoles. The title had
the fantastic Tetsuya Nomura:
long time designer for the Final
Fantasy series as well as the
creator of the Kingdom Hearts
franchise as its original director
and designer. He was eventually
replaced by Hajime Tabata but a
lot of Nomuras influences in the
game have stuck, such as his
character and world designs as well

as some mechanics, such as the fighting system, which borrows heavily
from Kingdom Hearts by being in real time instead of turn-based ala
nearly all Final Fantasy games.

The story revolves around the world of Eos where all countries bar the
Kingdom of Lucis are ruled by the Niflheim Empire. You take control of
Noctis Lucis Caelum who is heir to the throne of the Kingdom of Lucis
as he goes on a quest to retake his homeland after it and its magical
crystal is seized by the Empire on the eve of peace negotiations
between the two nations. The game features an open-world
environment and a battle system similar to the Kingdom Hearts series,
incorporating the ability to switch weapons and other elements such as
vehicle travel and camping.

Final Fantasy XV is truly beautiful to behold and deserves to be in your
collection. Its stunning graphics and music merge to create a fantastic
experience and the fast-based battle system helps keep you on your
toes by never letting you relax when in the heat of conflict. 

COMICS

) One of the major differences that sets Marvel and DC comics apart
are their adherence to continuity. Whereas Marvel retroactively keeps
its continuity for the most part but uses a shifting timeline (meaning
things that originally happened, say, during the Vietnam War get
moved up to the more recent Gulf War, like the Punishers backstory),
DC tend to reboot their universe every 10 years or so. 

This is only a guideline though as since the
phenomenal 1986 reboot event Crisis on Infinite
Earths, the DC universe was then rebooted after
eight years in 1994’s Zero Hour (mostly to iron out
the continuity kinks that came about from COIE)
and then once again 12 years later in the not as
well received Infinite Crisis in 2006 which began
as a 20th anniversary follow up to COIE. Even
though I kind of liked Infinite Crisis at the time
(who doesn’t love the Bat family kicking the crap

out of Deathstroke?!) Superboy Prime changing time by punching was
fecking ridiculous even for a comic book! 

Which brings us to 2011’s Flashpoint event, a crossover that began
when The Flash changed history by saving his mum from death at the
hands of Reverse Flash. Now, anyone who watches The Flash TV series
will know that this is where season 3 seems to be heading! When he
attempted to set the universe right a powerful entity named Pandora
merged the Vertigo Comics and Wildstorm universe into the DCU to
create a reality where the heroes have been active for only five years

but some of the major events still happened. This new universe was
christened the New 52 and whilst it’s been somewhat successful, it’s
caused a lot of confusion with odd little things such as having five
Robins in as many years. Whilst some changes were made to make
some things make more sense, such as the above example, being
retconned as Batman secretly fighting crime and being around before

the five-year time line it was clear that
things needed to be tidied up somehow. 

The event to do this would be DC Rebirth,
the Zero Hour of the New 52 which began
back in May. Wally West, who is still in his
Kid Flash uniform, escapes from the speed
force with help from Barry Allen in an

attempt to make everyone remember the original universe before it
was changed. It’s revealed by Wally that 10 years was stolen from the
DC universe for some unknown reason by an exceptionally powerful
being (I won’t spoil who it is here) and was only saved by the actions
of Pandora who created the New 52 and desires to reset the universe
the way it was meant to be. This will no doubt end with a new DC
universe that keeps the best sides of the post-Crisis and New 52
universes to make a new cohesive whole. Well until DC decide to
reboot everything again anyways!

GEEK SCENE
COMICS & GAMES BY CRAIG STORRIE



EYES WIDE OPEN
Brunswick Cellar Bar, Holland Rd, Hove, Box office: eventbrite.co.uk
) BORN IN FLAMES (Wed 7) is a documentary-style queer feminist

science fiction film directed by
Lizzie Borden. Set in a futuristic
New York, where unemployment is
rife and a socialist government has
gained power, a group of women
decide to organise and rebel using
pirate radio as their medium.
Showing with WATER RITUAL #1:

AN URBAN RITE OF PURIFICATION, a landmark Black feminist work.
Collaborating with performer Yolanda Vidato, Barbara McCullough
presents a woman’s attempt to cleanse herself and her blighted urban
Los Angeles environment through ritual, drawing on African traditions
and iconography.

BAR BROADWAY
The Gods, 10 Steine St, Brighton 
) IT IS WHAT I  T IS (8pm, Fri 9).
Comedy sketch and stand up show
celebrate their 1st anniversary, £5.
) GIGGLE AT THE GODS (8pm, Sat
24). Monthly stand-up comedy
night with six comedians, entry £3.

) THE BELLE OF BELFAST (8pm
Thu 29). Direct from Royal Vauxhall
Tavern for one night only is Rose
Garden’s autobiographical show,
filled with light and shade with
tales to make you laugh and cry. A
deeply personal and moving show
that reveals much about Rose and
her past. Joining her onstage are
Phil Lawrence and Tanya Hyde who
help tell her story – a mixture of
songs and story that’s a real journey.

BENT DOUBLE
Komedia, Gardner St, Brighton
Box office: 0845 293 8480
) BENT DOUBLE (Sun 4). A gay-
friendly, irreverent night of fun and
frolics with Tiff Stevenson, Sam
Savage and Adam Kay.

BRIGHTON OPEN 
AIR THEATRE
Dyke Rd, Brighton
Box office: 88londonroad.com
) TREASURE ISLAND (Wed 7–Sun
18). Jim Hawkins lives with his
mother at The Admiral Benbow. One
stormy night, he opens the door to
a dark mysterious stranger, who

goes by the name of Billy Bones,
and sets in a motion a course of
events that change his life forever.
A tale of swashbuckling, mutiny
and bounty suitable for the family.

88 LONDON ROAD
88 London Rd, Brighton
Box office: 88londonroad.com
) C’EST MAGNIFIQUE (Sat 24).
C’est Magnifique is about high
kicks, champagne bubbles and
guaranteed Oh la la la! Where
musical theatre meets Parisian
nightlife and life, laughter and love
happen. Be transported to an

intimate cabaret setting, bathed in
candlelight with a talented cast of
singers and dancers: Conor William
Baum, Gary Lynn, Emma Edwards,
Erica Thornton, Natasha Hubert,
Grace Riach, Sarah-Leanne
Humphreys and Nathan Potter.

LATEST BAR
14-17 Manchester St, Brighton
Box office: 01273 687171  
) INDIGO CLUB (9pm, Fri 16). A
new monthly social club for women
with live music and comedy. Acts
include: Al Start with soulful

melodies and rhythmic guitar;
Checkley Bush with Laura
Checkley (The Detectorists) and
Victoria Bush (Bad Girls) with
songs and sketches; and stand up
comedian Rebecca Shortall, Funny
Women Awards 2015 semi-finalist.
1980s-themed disco 10.30pm until
2am. £8 full night/£5 after 10.30pm.
www.wegottickets.com/indigoclub
brighton
) LE CLUCK Presents LE CLUCK
FACTOR THE AUDITIONS (7.45, Sat
17), hosted by Tori Bond. Expect
singers, musicians, magicians,
comedians, dog acts... it’s Britain's
Got Talent v The X Factor but with a
difference! £8 adv/ £10/ £7 concs.
www.wegottickets.com/event/371586

PINK FRINGE
Marlborough Theatre, 4 Princes
St, Brighton, Box office:
www.brownpapertickets.com
) BRIGHTON LGBTQ HISTORY CLUB
(Sun 18). A new club for people
interested in exploring Brighton’s
LGBTQ history. Learn skills, engage
with experts, and uncover stories of
our city’s queer past. Sessions are
free, open to everyone (18+) and
refreshments will be provided. More
info: www.queerinbrighton.co.uk
) HESTER CHILLINGWORTH (Thu
8). Chillingworth says of her piece:
'When I was a child, most people
thought I was a boy. Or that’s what
they said, but I think really it was
that they couldn’t read me as a girl,
and they thought the only other
option was boy. I danced when I
was young. I used to hurl my body
around as if impact meant nothing,
because impact did mean nothing. I
was, as my mum often reminds me,
very free. At a certain moment,
dancing seemed to become about
attracting the opposite sex and
advertising gender, and I fell off
the dancefloor with a crash. The
starting point for this project is to

create a drag persona who is a
child. This child will hurl my body
about often to music as it did in
those early days. The moment we
realise we’ve been separated out by
assigned genders is a trauma which
some people accept and some
refuse to. This is about dragging
across age into a non-binary space,
and adults' fear of talking about
children and sex in the same breath.’

SUE PERKINS
The Dome New Rd, Brighton,
Box office: 08448 717650
) SUE PERKINS LIVE: SPECTACLES
(Sat 10). A rare chance to enjoy an
evening with Sue packed full of
sparkling wit, great stories, a user’s
guide to Mary Berry and the best
bits from her hilarious best-selling
memoir, Spectacles. Sue, best known
as double act Mel & Sue won BBC’s
Maestro in 2008 culminating in her
conducting at The Last Night Of The
Proms. She has collaborated with
food-critic Giles Coren on the
Supersizers series, created the
acclaimed travel documentary The
Mekong River with Sue Perkins and is
a regular on Have I Got News For

You, Just a Minute, QI and The News
Quiz. Each ticket includes a copy of
Sue’s new book Spectacles to be
collected on the night. Sue will be
signing copies after the show.

THEATRE ROYAL
New Road, Brighton
Box office: 08448 717650
) KILLER QUEEN (Thu 1). Fronted
by Patrick Myers as Freddie Mercury,
Time Out described his resemblance
to Freddie Mercury as ‘Spooky’. He
went on to record a number one hit
single singing as Freddie Mercury on
Fat Boy Slim's record The Real Life.
) THE DRESSER (Tue 20–Sat
24). Ken Stott and Reece
Shearsmith come together as lead
actor ‘Sir' and Norman 'the dresser'
in this eagerly awaited revival of 'a
wonderfully affectionate and
intelligent play about the theatre'
The Guardian. The play explores the
relationship between two men who
are reluctantly and inevitably co-
dependent. As WWII rages,
backstage in a provincial English
theatre, an ageing, once-famous
classical actor is troubled. Sir, the
last in a dying breed of great
English Shakespearean actors,
is unwilling to take to the stage to
deliver his renowned portrayal of
King Lear. It falls to his faithful
dresser, Norman, to rouse another
great performance from him, to
keep both the show and its star
from falling apart.

ARTS
BY MICHAEL HOOTMAN
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) OOH YES I DO! THE ULTIMATE GAY & LESBIAN WEDDING PLANNER
by Richard Gough-Buijs, photography by Hannah Brackenbury
(£12.99, CreateSpace). This gay and lesbian wedding planner includes

everything you need to plan a
civil union or wedding: estimating
the costs, planning your
ceremony, discussing surnames,
choosing a venue, colour themes
and how to personalise your
special day. The book has
information about civil unions and
same-sex marriages anywhere in
the world and photography by
Hannah Brackenbury. Ooh Yes I Do!
would make a great gift for same-
sex couples who are planning their
nuptials. “This is an absolute
essential for any gay or lesbian
couple planning a wedding. With
the introduction of same-sex
marriage in England and Wales, or

for any civil partnership, this comprehensive and accessible guide points
out in a non-patronising way, how NOT to miss out essential
components. Highly recommended!” Amazon review

) OOH YES I WOOF! THE
ADVENTURES OF A MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER by Richard Gough-Buijs
(£7.99, CreateSpace). This is a
fantasy-story based on the real life
of a Miniature Schnauzer's first year.
Ooh Yes I Woof follows Buster and his
exciting adventures with Tracie Heart
and the Red Speed Demon, Master
Guru George, the white miniature
schnauzer Otto, the family in the
Holland House and an afternoon tea
with the Queen! Great fun for dog
lovers. 

richardgoughbuijs.wordpress.com/

) INTRODUCING TEDDY by
Jessica Walton, illustrations by
Dougal MacPherson (£6.50,
Bloomsbury). Errol and his teddy,
Thomas, are best friends who do
everything together. Whether it's
riding a bike, playing in the tree
house, having a tea party or all of
the above, everyday holds

something fun to do together. One
sunny day, Errol finds that Thomas
the Teddy is sad, and Errol can't
figure out why. Then Thomas the
Teddy finally tells Errol what Teddy
has been afraid to say: 'In my
heart, I've always known that I'm
a girl teddy, not a boy teddy. I
wish my name was Tilly.' And Errol
says, 'I don't care if you're a girl
teddy or a boy teddy! What
matters is that you are my friend.'

A sweet and gentle story about
being true to yourself and being a
good friend, Introducing Teddy is a
soft, lovely and kind way to help
children understand gender
identity and the importance of
friendship and accepting people
and teddies as they are. Simply
lovely! 

) MASSIVE: GAY EROTIC MANGA
AND THE MEN WHO MAKE IT by
Anne Ishii (£25, Fantagraphics).
Japanese erotic manga is in a world
of its own and this first of its kind
anthology shares and explains a
wide cross section of some of the
best artists and storytellers
working in the field today. Big,
burly, lascivious and soft around
the edges: welcome to this hyper-
masculine world. Massive is an in-
depth introduction to nine of the
most exciting comic artists making
work for a gay male audience in
Japan. Jiraiya, Seizoh Ebisubashi
and Kazuhide Ichikawa are three
of the irresistibly seductive,
internationally renowned artists
featured in Massive, as well as
recognisable to a British audience,
Gengoroh Tagame. The book uses
frank interviews, photography, and
some considered analysis to give us
intimate insights into the artists
along with many examples of their
illustrations and manga. Massive
also includes the groundbreaking,
titillating work of gay manga
luminaries Takeshi Matsu, Fumi
Miyabi, Inu Yoshi, Gai Mizuki and
comic essayist Kumada Poohsuke.
Certainly worth a repeated rummage.

) LEAF by Daishu Ma (£17.99,
Fantagraphics). In our modern
society how much power does a
single man, let alone a single leaf,
wield? In this all-ages graphic
novel without any text or written

story our hero discovers a leaf that
radiates energetic light. He returns
to his complex grim city drawn
with severe greys and blues—and
begins to look for answers. He
finds a man who knows what’s
really happening under and behind
the city’s deep in its labyrinthine
ducts; a woman who spends her life
studying and classifying obsolete
flora; and the truth about his
diminishing environment. Leaf is a
stunning drawn story with a dream-
like narrative pace. Shaded in
pencil and punctuated by spot
colours, drawn in a delicate but
concretely realised tonal approach
reminiscent of Tan’s The Arrival and
Van Allsburg’s Jumanji, Chinese
cartoonist Daishu Ma’s first foray
onto our shelves is a hopeful vision
of the coexistence of the urban and
natural worlds. Recommended. 

PAGE’S PAGES
BOOKS BY ERIC PAGE
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definite dream-like quality, and in
its darkly mysterious, heavily
pedaled harmonies, it hints at
disturbed dreams, if not actual
nightmares. All three of these
contemporary works are highly
effective in their own ways, and sit
alongside the Impromptus
remarkably well. Whilst none stray
very far from contemplative,
atmospheric mood-writing, they
certainly pick up on the nocturnal
nature of the Impromptus, if
perhaps not quite equalling
Schubert’s emotional complexity.
McHale performs the pieces
convincingly and with incredible
subtlety of touch, particularly in
the eerily quiet conclusion to
Sholdice’s piece. A fascinating
glimpse into the work of three
contemporary composers, and
strong performances of these and
the Schubert Impromptus from
McHale. Ergodos ER22

) Beethoven’s ten Sonatas for
piano and violin are almost all
early works – only Op. 96 comes
from his middle period. So we
don’t see the full stylistic
progression that we see in the
piano sonatas, or symphonies, for
example. However, they are
nonetheless all significant works in
the violin/piano repertoire, and
violinist Tasmin Little and pianist
Martin Roscoe’s set is a welcome
addition to a somewhat crowded
field. They have performed
together extensively, and their
affinity is clear throughout these
warm renditions. In the earliest
works, the three Op. 12 Sonatas,
Little’s tone could be stylistically a
little lighter, but she and Roscoe
characterise the slow movement
variations with enjoyable subtlety,

and her warm tone comes into its
own with Op. 23 and beyond. The
opening of Op. 30 No. 2 has great
drama from both the piano and
violin entries, and this serves as a
good reminder that these are
definitely works for two equal
instruments, not solo violin works
with piano ‘backing’. This is where
the strength of Little and Roscoe’s
equal partnership stands them in
good stead – one never feels Little
is taking over, and the two
performers respond to each other
instinctively. The galloping
opening movement of Op. 23, and
the glorious Op. 24, ‘Spring
Sonata’ are perfect examples, with
the exchange of the latter’s
opening melody between violin
and piano deftly matched. Their
Op. 47, the ‘Kreutzer’ Sonata, is
spirited and sensitive at the same
time, with a heartfelt opening
exchange between the Bach-like
solo violin passages and the
answering darker piano harmonies,
and a bouncing finale. This is a
strong collection from two
excellent performers, highly
recommended. Chandos
CHAN10888(3)

Reviews, comments and events: 
v nicks-classical-notes.blogspot.co.uk
t @nickb86uk
) nbclassical@hotmail.co.uk

REVIEWS
) In their second volume of
Haydn String Quartets, the Doric
String Quartet turn to the six Op.
76 quartets. As is now expected
from this excellent young quartet,
the Doric’s performances are
commanding and striking. They

exploit the energy and extremes in
Haydn’s writing to the full, and the
expressions of light bursting
through in the opening movement
the fourth, Sunrise quartet are
revelatory. In fact, their
performance of this fourth quartet
is perhaps the standout from the
set, with an intensely expressive
slow movement, and rustic drones
in the Trio of the third movement,
and a delightful dancing finale,
with its sudden accelerating dash
to the finishing line. The second
quartet in the set has the
nickname of the Fifths, because of
the falling fifths motif of the
opening movement, but it is in the
harsh Minuet, with the two violins
in perfect canon with the viola and
cello, then drone-like major/minor
chords of its Trio, that the Dorics
push the darkness inherent in
Haydn’s writing which is often
overlooked in more comfortably
‘rustic’ performances. The
variations on the Kaiserlied, which
gives the third quartet it’s Emperor
nickname, are given a delicate,
almost reverent approach, in
contrast to sudden ‘bagpipe’
interlude in the first movement,
and the stormy unexpected minor
key of the finale. This encapsulates
the Doric’s exploitation of Haydn’s
extremes of dynamics and
contrasting moods, and this makes
these highly arresting
performances. The Chandos sound
is first class as ever, making this a
recording that grabs the attention
from beginning to end. Chandos
CHAN10886(2)

) For his current disc, Irish
pianist Michael McHale has joined
forces with the Irish record label
Ergodos, run by two contemporary
composers, Garrett Sholdice and
Benedict Schlepper-Connolly,
interspersing Schubert’s first set
of Four Impromptus, D899 with
three contemporary works written
as companion interludes. Schubert
produced two sets of four
Impromptus, all composed in the
year before his death at age 31.
They are intimate works, and as is
often the case with Schubert, their
relatively simple structure belies
the depth of emotion and moments
of profundity that he achieves in
these short pieces. McHale’s
Impromptus are respectful and
expressive, and he plays with
delicacy and precision. The singing
legato melody over the rippling
accompaniment in No. 3 is
particularly beautifully executed,
and No. 4 is taken at a healthily

brisk tempo, although conversely
he takes No. 1 at a slightly
leisurely pace, which loses some of
the impact of its more passionate
moments. Simon O’Connor’s ‘Self
portrait’ picks up on rhythmic
elements and motifs from the first
Impromptu, and in a stop-start
kind of way creates a
contemplative atmosphere in
keeping with the Schubert,
although perhaps without the
outbursts of controlled passion
that are always close to the
surface in Impromptu. In ‘Was du
mir warst’, Benedict Schlepper-
Connolly draws inspiration from a
letter written by Schubert in his
final days, and this has a
nostalgic, wistful feel. It is an
improvisatory piece, again very
much creating an atmosphere and
a mood, rather than having a clear
direction. The final interlude, ‘The
dreams flow down, too’ is by
Garrett Sholdice. This has a

CLASSICAL NOTES
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CINEMA
) Puccini’s Turandot from Opera Australia on Sydney Harbour in a
lavish production by director Chen Shi-Zheng (Thur 15).

) Brecht & Weill’s The Threepenny Opera from the National Theatre
showing live in cinemas, with Rory Kinnear, Rosalie Craig and Haydn
Gwynne (Thur 22).

) Bellini’s Norma, live from the Royal Opera House, with Joseph
Calleja and Sonia Ganassi (Mon 26). 

In local cinemas, including: Duke’s@Komedia Brighton, Cineworld
Eastbourne, and the Connaught Cinema, Worthing. Check for times.



BRIGHTON EARLY MUSIC
FESTIVAL 2016 – PREVIEW
) Brighton Early Music Festival (BREMF) enters its 15th year and
the programme is as eclectic and diverse as ever. As well as over 15
events in the main festival (28 Oct–13 Nov), there are nine pre-
festival events, including workshops, masterclasses, talks, tasters, and
even a concert specifically targeted at 2-5 year-olds. So, as well as
hearing great performances from top class early music musicians, you
can take part too. This year’s theme is Nature & Science and events
look at the interconnections between these, and how they run closely
with the history of music. So the festival looks at the lives of some
well-known and lesser-known scientists, musicians, philosophers and
thinkers, as well as exploring the influence of science and nature on
music and composers in new and imaginative ways.

Co-director Clare Norburn has written
another music drama, following on the
success of previous projects about the
lives of Gesualdo, Hildegard of Bingen
and others, this time turning her
attention to Galileo. As well as being an
astronomer, physicist and philosopher, he
had a passion for music, and it played a
huge part in his family life, as well as in
his understanding of practical

experiments. Music is performed by The Marian Consort and the
Monteverdi String Band.

And Co-director Deborah Roberts presents an ambitious new
production, Gaia, combining music and drama from the 16th and 17th
centuries with 21st century effects including film, projections,
lighting, mime, yoga and dance to tell the story of our Earth. The
music includes Brumel’s amazing Earthquake Mass, and performers
include the English Cornett and Sackbut Ensemble, the BREMF
Consort of Voices, the Lacock Scholars and the BREMF Community
Choir – an event not to be missed! Money is still being raised to
support this ambitious venture – and until September 13 you can
support it too. See more at www.crowdfunder.co.uk/gaia-appeal

Other events include L’Avventura London, exploring the little-known
17th century musician, alchemist and polymath Athanasius Kirchner;
the viol consort Fretwork performing Bach’s final great work, The Art
of Fugue; and The Telling performing The Lily & The Rose, a
programme of music from the 12th to 15th centuries inspired by these
flowers, and their association with the Virgin Mary. For Fairest Isle &
Foulest Weather, a programme of music from The Tempest by
Matthew Locke and King Arthur by Henry Purcell, the BREMF
Players and BREMF Singers are directed by John Hancorn. 

Spiritato! present ‘Guts and
Glory!’, with heroic music for
strings, five natural trumpets
and drums, baroque brass at its
dazzling best. And in a brand
new family show, the recorder
consort Palisander, a hit at last

year’s festival, combine with puppets from Rust and Stardust to
present Dr Dee’s Daughter & The Philosopher’s Stone.

) Details of all these concerts and more, as well as all the pre-festival
events in September and October, can be found at www.bremf.org.uk
or 01273 709709. Tickets on sale from September 5.

This month I have sourced three opportunities for you to experience
the visual arts in Brighton, as well as the chance to see my works in
the Sussex area.

PHOENIX GALLERY
10–14 Waterloo Place, Brighton BN2 9NB
Tel: 01273 603700 www.phoenixarts.org
) LANDSCAPE : ISLANDS (11am–5pm,
Wed–Sun, Sept 2-25) is an exploration in contemporary ceramics and
sound presented in partnership with Phoenix Brighton as part of
Brighton Digital Festival 2016. Presenting collaborations in response
to the concepts of landscape, the artist duos are: Anne Lykke
(Denmark, Ceramics) and Mike Blow (UK, Sound); Ingibjörg
Guðmundsdóttir (Iceland, Ceramics); and Iris Garrelfs (UK and
Germany, Sound). The project is curated by artist Kay Aplin, founder
of The Ceramic House and Joseph Young, co-founder of In Camera
Gallery, a new space for contemporary sound and ceramics.

) TECHNOLOGY IS NOT NEUTRAL (Sept
2–25), is an exhibition project curated by
Gordana Novakovic, Anna Dumitriu and
Irini Papadimitriou. It includes significant
and newly commissioned work by pioneering
and contemporary female digital artists,
spanning a wide range of themes and
approaches. The exhibition features work by
Ghislaine Boddington, Susan Collins, Laura
Dekker, Anna Dumitriu, Bhavani Esapathi,
Julie Freeman, Kate Genevieve, Sue
Gollifer, Luciana Haill, Nina Kov, and

Gordana Novakovic. The exhibition will subsequently tour to
Watermans in London accompanied by a major symposium. 

CORN EXCHANGE
Church St, Brighton, www.madebrighton.co.uk
) MADE BRIGHTON & BRIGHTON ART FAIR (Sept
23–25) with 50 of the best makers in the country
selling work ranging from cutting edge ceramics,
contemporary jewellery, blown and kiln formed
glass as well as wood and textiles. Due to the
refurbishment programme of the Dome Corn
Exchange this autumn, they are hosting a joint
art, craft and design fair in Brighton. Brighton
Art Fair will be running alongside MADE BRIGHTON and will be
presenting 50 of the best artists, printmakers, sculptors and
photographers showing and selling their work direct to the public.
Tickets on the door are £7.50, children under 14 free.

ICON
Chichester, http://candidastevens.com
) Lastly I am happy to say I will be exhibiting with Candida Stevens

Fine Art (Sept 10–Oct 22). The
exhibition features 23 British figurative
artists, who cast their gaze over our
social, cultural, religious and political
icons, through their 21st century
looking glasses. Some are icons
themselves and others are arguably
creators of future iconic imagery. They
cut through the bombardment of visuals,
noise and information of our modern

world and pick out the symbols, people and ideas that represent our
thoughts, dominate our attention or are held up as worthy of our
adulation.The show includes Stephen Chambers RA, Eileen Cooper
RA, Tracey Emin RA, Nicole Farhi, Laura Ford, Tom Hammick, Alice
Kettle, Annie Kevans, Grayson Perry RA and Marc Quinn. 
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) Local photographer Nick
Ford has produced a Royal
Pavilion limited edition print, £95
(Royal Pavilion Shop, 5 Pavilion Buildings,
Brighton) www.nickfordphotography.co.uk

) Concrete Coaster,
£15 (Workshop 13a
Prince Albert Street
Brighton 01273 731340
workshopliving.co.uk)
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SHOPPING
WITH MICHAEL HOOTMAN

) Owl Statue, £59.95
(Papillon, 8 Union Street,
Brighton 01273 720333)

) Must-Do Box,
£22.99 (Junkfunk,
27 Gloucester Road,
Brighton, 01273

680555)

) Grace Jones Mug, £14 (Pussy, 3a
Kensington Gardens, Brighton, 01273 604861)

) Canteen keeps drinks
cold for 24 hours, hot for
12. From £17.99 (England
at Home, 22b Ship St,
Brighton, 01273 205544)

) CRY OF THE CITY (BFI blu-ray). Robert Siodmak’s
noir is a solid example of the genre and though it
has a lot to recommend it, the movie is perhaps a
shade too earnest to be truly great. Richard Conte
is a dying gangster whose police nemesis, played by
Victor Mature, is a fellow Italian-American. It’s
really the supporting cast – a crooked lawyer, a
sadistic masseuse, a criminal doctor and a showgirl
played by Shelley Winters – which contains the
most interesting characters thus leaving the two
leads looking relatively lacklustre. However it zips
along and the last shot is moving enough to produce
a lump in the throat.

) Wooden Hand, £19 (Edited, 3 Gardner
Street, Brighton, 01273 604006,

editedbrighton.com)
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community of the UK. Her recently appointed
government front bench contains more openly
gay Members of Parliament than any other in
recent history and what’s more she released an
exceedingly positive statement of support
ahead of Pride in Brighton & Hove. Surely
progress? 

Interesting then that Liam Fox, our new
International Trade Secretary, has announced
plans to open a trade office in North Carolina,
the US state that brought in legislation this
year to ban individual town authorities from
introducing their own pro-LGBT agenda or from
banning anti-discrimination legislation that
favours LGBT communities. A state that now
legislates for its citizens to only use bathroom
facilities of their birth gender. A state that’s
been subject to tour-stop cancellations by
Taylor Swift, Bruce Springsteen and Cirque du
Soleil on account of these laws but that a post-
Brexit UK Government is prepared to ignore. 

Our new Prime Minister has in her first few
weeks seen fit to close the Office for Civil
Society (OCS). You read that correctly, the OCS
has been shut down by the Prime Minister of
the UK. The OCS was set up to support "the
voluntary, community and social enterprise
sector and their important contribution to
public services". Our LGBT community has for
decades relied on the voluntary sector for its
wider physical and mental health support, for
its youth services and commitment to older
LGBT people and for services to women and
same-sex families. Whilst the expectations of
the OCS have been handed to another
department, the department for Culture, Media
& Sport, itself struggling to meet its own
demands, government support of the voluntary,
community and social enterprise sectors is not
considered to be of enough importance to
warrant its own department and you can be
certain that our own wider LGBT community will
struggle if not directly suffer as a result. 

And so to our international special relationship.
In the US we have secret homosexuals actively
supporting an open anti-LGBT political agenda
whilst getting face and arse-f***ed more
frequently than there are festivals in the
religious calendar. In the UK, we’re claiming to
openly support our LGBT community, populating
our cabinet with openly gay homosexuals, a
bunch of turn coat Marys and lesbians
supporting the social destruction of our LGBT
communities through the back door, every pun
intended. By the time you read this, the
summer Pride season will be over but this is
just the beginning. 

I hope you're ready for the fight. 

CRAIG’S THOUGHTS 
Any which way. Or, a political 
spit-roast by Craig Hanlon-Smith
@craigscontinuum

bumper week. Grindr reported a 66% increase
in usage within a five mile radius of the main
convention centre, and avid gay dating app
users have been posting profile screen shots
online, including magic moments as 29-year-old
closet sub looking for other closeted guys at
the RNC. One such user offering hot oral loving
whilst claiming Hillary (Clinton) haters get
extra blow-jobs. Another offers ‘a sweet hole to
poke’ whilst listing amongst his preferences
‘spanking, watersports and barebacking’. 

I’m not judging these individuals’ desires to
satisfy their sexual needs through smart-phone
apps nor their preference descriptors, but how
dare you support, and in the case of party
activists and interns, promote an anti-LGBT
political ideology and vote for the regressive
politics of a conservative agenda celebrating
when night after night you are face down on
the hotel room carpet with your arse in the air
begging to be fucked. You total moron. 

If in private you're gay, but in public you take
active steps to squander the open and honest
chances of others you deserve to be publicly
exposed and your socially destructive double
standards torn apart. 

Here in the UK, in 2002, our current Prime
Minister, Theresa May, voted against the repeal
of Section 28, furthermore she voted against
same-sex couples being allowed to adopt
children. What PM May's voting record tells us
however, is that she’s always been party loyal,
a loyalty she’s certain to expect from her own
elected MPs. That said, recently May voted in
favour of civil partnerships, same-sex marriage
and has spoken openly of her commitment to
equality for all specifically citing the LGBT

“The Republican party called for the Supreme 
Court's federal ruling on equal marriage in the
US to be reversed and for a 'religious freedom'
law to permit an anti-LGBT agenda on the
grounds of religious conscience”

) In the US in the early 1980s, LGBT writer
and campaigner Larry Kramer grew ever more
frustrated at the lack of public funds available
to the emerging health crisis amongst the gay
and bisexual male community. By early 1984
there were approaching 3,000 AIDS cases in
the US alone, over half of whom had died, and
many Americans had yet to even hear about it.
By the end of that year the figure was closer to
8,000. In 1984 much of the developed world,
including Europe, looked to American policy as
a world leader on such matters and therefore
very little in the way of intervention or
education on AIDS had yet to be developed.

Thirty years ago, what galled Kramer the most
was that a handful of officials with both the
authority to influence decision were closeted
homosexuals, who on many occasions declined
to press for the release of money for either
research or AIDS education so as to not draw
attention to their own private circumstances.
By the turn of the century, close to half a
million people had died as a result of AIDS in
the US alone; 13 million worldwide. 

In July, the Republican Party held its national
convention (RNC) in Cleveland, Ohio. Pink News
reported it as being the most anti-LGBT
platform for decades. In July, the party called
for the Supreme Court's federal ruling on equal
marriage in the US to be reversed and for a
'religious freedom' law to permit an anti-LGBT
agenda on the grounds of religious conscience
and re-enforced its opposition to a pro-
transgender bathroom policy. If that weren’t a
list damning enough, the convention voted
against a state by state or federal ban on 'gay
cure therapies' despite there being no
international evidence that such therapies have
any medical credit whatsoever. 

And yet in Cleveland during the RNC
convention, gay male sex workers claimed to
have never been so busy. Pink News reported
that where during a typical week sex workers
may make $300, they were turning over in
excess of $1,200, citing downtown hotel trysts
with Republican convention attendees, party
activists and interns as the reason for their
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together, now dirtying himself and disgracing
himself in middle age. Falling off the rails.

In defence of my lost straight brothers I can
only add my essentialist reasoning. The world
is trying to assess why these acts of horror
continue to happen. Young men killing crowds
of people and then themselves in this kamikaze
race toward manhood and validity. The proof of
the kill by evil individuals? Driven by evil
religions or a hatred of humanity? Misplaced
hubris? It’s really easy to say that this is all
Islam-led - that’s the easy answer. These
murderers are not communicating with each
other. Because it’s all in the mix.

What everyone refuses to recognise are the
natural mental health issues that go on with
all men between the ages of 18 to 25. That
Cro-Magnon rage to reproduce is hardwired in
there. I can also choose to ‘reproduce’ with my
own gender – I mean, if you don’t believe me
go look at the Neanderthal statistics of male
rape. Sorry, I seem to have lost that
paperwork. Anyway we’re more civilised than
that. (Really?)

In our narcissism we like to believe that the
world didn’t exist before the enlightenment.
Modernism has killed off history in this way.
But we’re an ancient species and in spite of the
several hundred thousand years of social
training there were many more before that of
carefully coded hunter gatherers. Don’t scream
at me darling, this is Darwin…

The peak of power for men is the madness that
exists between the ages of 18 to 25. (These are
the men who lined the trenches at Ypres and
the like). A similar time when they left the cave
with their warriors, hunted sometimes for days,
perhaps raped a fellow warrior on the way,
eventually brought a carcass home, had more
sex, and died at the age of 30, having seen off
a few hungry wolves from outside the cave.

Intelligent design meant that physical maturity
happened in a seven-year period. Kiddy-making
days. Insane days. Days their brothers of the
future would be spending wandering around a
wet shopping mall in Hull looking for his mates
who have deserted him. The lonely warrior that
no fertile woman would ever look twice at.

A world where decisions are made by a gender
that, for a while, is collectively insane by
design. Fired by adrenaline and endorphins,
followed by a need to procreate and be
accepted. Welcome to the ongoing patriarchy
that still rules the world and throws in the
occasional massacre in a cinema.

All effectively blameless. All in the DNA. All in
the Patriarchy.

CHARLIE SAYS 
Boys will always be boys 
By Charlie Bauer Phd
http://charliebauerphd.blogspot.co.uk

“One thing that links them all and unites 
all the acts of horror we’re witnessing -
they’re always carried out by young
men between the ages of 18-25”

their emotions under wraps. All non-verbal,
learning by example. Wanting to become
another version of that father because he’s the
one who’s succeeded. His kids have
successfully grown and fled the nest. That’s
success. The kids are good people and on their
way. Okay, the son is a bit of a jack-the-lad but
that’ll soon pass...

Cisgender men sow their wild oats from 18-25.
It’s a fact, they’re just made that way. All that
banter and butt-slapping and romping around
the changing room naked, eventually adding up
to the realisation that they’re the oldest at the
stag weekend aged 30. The ‘laugh’, the
overweight one who’s managed to party that
bit longer than the rest. The one destined to
get the last pickings of the female kind.
Finding the one who’ll start to mother him all
over again. Because he’ll have seen himself to
have failed. 

He’ll have his kids later in life and plod on as
his warrior chums part company and nest it out
with their own wife and kids. Until they hit
that old age they were never supposed to
reach, 45, and they try to attract a younger
woman. Have an affair. A chance to sow their
wild oats all over again because they know this
is the dénouement of their masculinity - the
final hurrah. 

For this time they know they’re going to die.
This time without the pack, who might hear
that someone has thrown a good marriage
away on a 23-year-old floozie. That brother
from long ago, when they were all lads

) More stabbings. More bombing. More death
in the name of religion. Supposedly. I’m just
trying to link all these episodes together. Some
idiots wanted us to think about a jihad, perhaps
something that is linked in some supposed
religious brotherhood. Murdering Hispanic gays
in Florida. Stabbings on the transport system
in Germany. Mass murder in French nightclubs.
Brussels. California. It goes on…

Of course, the media and a whole host of other
religions, so called faiths and governments,
want you to believe that it’s an Islamic thing.
And yes, in any extreme forms of sects and so
called ‘faiths’ there is misogyny and homophobia,
transphobia, social and spiritual control,
misreading of obscure texts rewritten across
millennia, torture, terrorism and death rituals.

But there is one thing that links them all and
unites all the acts of horror we’re witnessing -
they’re always carried out by young men
between the ages of 18-25. With the exception
of the heavily closeted, which is another story,
straight young men between the ages of 18-25.

So why is this? Is there some sort of covert
communication with this fraternity of hatred? I
mean, most of the straight men I know of that
age just grunt and stare at women’s breasts
through the corner of their eyes. They’re
clumsy, goofy, usually controlled by their dicks,
immersed in combative games on the pitch and
in and out the workplace. Have an unspoken
love, manifested as a sparring relationship with
each other and always stand together for fear
being isolated. 

Let’s see, what else… Silent, working in
private on their fantasies, fantasies they have
to sometimes keep to themselves. Sexual and
violent fantasies formed somewhere in their
childhood, in the playground, with siblings,
one tiny instance that will go on to define
their sexual lives. They’re told to remain quiet
and do as they are told. Given instructions
from disinterested fathers about how to keep
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NEWS OVERLOAD
) I've decided to take a data break. A holiday away from all the
online and media madness. No Facebook for a couple of weeks. No
news on TV. I listen to the radio so I get the headlines there, and I'm
sure that if the world ends someone will let me know, but I want some
peace and quiet.

I'm bombarded every day by news from around the world. A suicide
bomber here, police shooting people there. On the one side there's all
the uncertainty in the UK after Brexit, and then there's Donald Trump
running for President in the USA. News about racism, religious
intolerance, homophobia, the world seems to be going to hell in a
hand basket and I've had enough. I'd like a little peace please.

“The world seems to be going 
to hell in a hand basket and
I’ve had enough”

I'm not digging a hole and putting my head in the sand, I believe the
problems in the world are serious and they need solving; however, I'm
suffering from news overload and my little brain can't cope any more.

All the information flying at me doesn't make me more productive, it
makes me less productive. It doesn't make me happier, it makes me
depressed. It's not that the information coming at me isn't important,
the problem is that it's all important. I'm left feeling inadequate in
the face of an avalanche, an ant in the path of a speeding train.
There's no point in trying to take in more information when what I
already have is only confusing and upsetting me.

More information doesn't necessarily help me to better understand.
More personal trivia online doesn't necessarily help me to better
connect. More bad news doesn't necessarily engender stronger

empathy. Sometimes I
understand less, feel more
disconnected, and feel less
empathy as confusion mounts.
It's not helping either me or
the world.

I've decided to install tunnel
vision. Focus on my family and
friends, my church, my work,
and the problem of

homelessness in our communities here in Brighton & Hove. That's as
much as my head can take right now without stalling further into
complacency and inaction.

Instead of checking on my friends on Facebook I'm going to call them
and see how they're doing. Instead of watching videos about the
homeless I'm going to spend a little more time with the guy who lives
in the bus shelter near me, (he's a fascinating guy with so many really
interesting stories to tell). Instead of worrying about intolerance I'm
going to visit the local synagogue, mosque, and gatherings. (God has
so many faces it's always a wonder to experience one I've not met
before – it's a kind of cosmic game of hide and seek). Instead of
looking outside for the answers, I'm going to spend a little more time
looking within.

If all the data available now helps you to navigate the world then I'm
so pleased. If it enriches your life then that's great. If it makes life
more difficult for you then may I suggest a break - a holiday? You
never know, after a couple of weeks you may feel relaxed, refreshed,
and ready to face the world again! 

LGBT SPORTS
) With a summer filled with sports events, football, tennis and the
Olympics, it got me thinking about the relationship between sport
inclusion and the LGBT community. 

Had I have been more sport inclined when I first left school and was
seeking like minded people who were gay, I most probably would
have sought out a gay sports group, but back then such groups really
did not exist, and so instead I hit the underground gay scene.

Over the last few decades, LGBT visibility has come on leaps and
bounds with larger towns and cities catering for a range of groups,
including a wide selection of LBGT sport and leisure groups, but just
how important are they now? 

I recently read a vox-pop in Attitude magazine that asked whether
LGBT-dominated clubs where still relevant. Some replies thought such

clubs were outdated and a relic of
the past, with such segregation
being more harmful then good.
I’m guessing if you asked the
same people about dedicated
LGBT sports groups their response
would be the same. Equally, if
you asked another set of people
you would get a very different
response.

As much as there is to celebrate
at how far we have come with
LGBT rights in such a short time,
there is no denying that a

substantial part of the LGBT community feel much more comfortable
making new connections with people who are singing from the same
song sheet; as seen with the continuing popularity of Brighton-based
group, BLAGSS (Brighton LGBT Sports Society) and the worldwide
LGBT sports event The Federation of Gay Games which clearly show
there is still a strong demand for LGBT-only sports groups. 

“A substantial part of the LGBT 
community feel much more
comfortable making new
connections with people who
sing from the same song sheet”

Perhaps in time, when more sports men and women come out as LGB
or T, then these groups will become less relevant; in the meantime I
think we are still at a stage where segregated groups are still
important and needed. A very good example for a need of a
segregated group is the popular swimming group that allows
transgender people at all stages of their journey to feel comfortable.

Equally, Jason Lupin has started up a new walking group, Positive
Walks, which is aimed at everyone affected by HIV. Such groups not
only allow people from the LGBT community to start on a journey of
fitness but they understand the challenges living with an HIV
diagnose can bring.

Who knows what the relevance of closed LGBT sports groups will be in
another ten years time, but one thing is for sure: we are gaining
equal rights that are leading to a more open, tolerant, openminded
society. 

HYDES’ HOPES
BY REV MICHAEL HYDES

HOMELY HOMILY
BY GLENN STEVENS
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SAM TRANS MAN 
WOW WOW WOW! Amsterdam 
and EuroPride - what can I say? 
By Dr Samuel Hall

apologising every time the subject arose, and I
was astounded at how well informed our Dutch
counterparts were about the referendum and
it’s implications. I felt embarrassed to be
British if I’m honest. 

But the main thing about this Pride parade was
the content. Yes there were sponsored floats
and soundbites, and commercialisation that
rankled a bit, but the overwhelming sense I
had from the beginning was that somehow the
EuroPride movement had gone beyond LGBT
emancipation and seemed to be embracing a
much bigger ideal. That we are all one, that
harmony comes from loving our differences and
that peace begins with me. On that canalside I
confess to having a deeply spiritual experience.
One of complete integration as a human being.
For a trans person that’s a big deal. For me
personally it was life-changing. I saw two trans
floats, which made me smile and smile, the
visibility I’d been craving; and then a ‘world
religion boat’ with the slogan ‘Co-exist in
Freedom’, complete with priests, a rabbi,
buddhists. 

This was the final piece of the jigsaw. I’ve
talked about my Christian faith before, and
how difficult it is to negotiate the cognitive
dissonance created when you come out as LGBT
in a religious setting, and try to hold on to
something that important in the face of the
worst discrimination imaginable. Somehow just
seeing all the facets of my make-up floating
past made it all seem possible. that I can be
this person and this person, and it’s really ok.
I am compatible with myself. I have integrity
and a uniqueness that doesn't implode when
you pick it apart. I am a married bisexual
christian transgender man… put that in your
reefer and smoke it!

so when we realised that we were one of the
few truly LGBT inclusive choirs to perform.
Even within the LGBT choral movement, which
is a powerful agent of change and peace, there
is a way to go. Single sex choirs are more
prevalent and have a place, but there is
something about the bigger umbrella of a
mixed sex choir that forces collaboration and
harmony within the LGBT community, where we
still see prejudice and misunderstanding
amongst and between different groups. We
broke all these down with our music. 

Trans visibility was poor however… I know
there are trans people in other choirs, but we
are not numerous or proud enough yet to be
visible amongst the wider LGBT community,
and there is still a dearth of transwomen. I’ll
know we’ve really made a difference when we
see visible trans faces in our choirs. Trans
visibility is important to me and to people like
me. I felt it at TransPride here in Brighton two
weeks earlier, but not really in those first few
days in Amsterdam. So by the time we were
sitting in our own privately arranged canal-side
location on the Saturday, checking out our
Facebook pages to see how Pride at home was
coming along, I was feeling a little low. 

THEN THE PARADE HAPPENED! 

For a start, we would be hard pushed to rival
this parade which takes place on the canals.
It’s a health and safety nightmare with all the
barges and inflatables and passengers having
to duck for every bridge they passed under. But
what a show, with each float growing as it
emerged from under the bridge in front of us.
Somebody joked that it just couldn't happen in
England because the health and safety mad,
risk averse society we live in wouldn't allow it.
A snub to those who believe that our worst
regulations come from the EU! This was not the
first or last conversation we had whilst in
Holland that referred to Brexit. I found myself

) I missed Pride in Brighton & Hove this year
because the Rainbow Chorus (the lovely LGBT
choir that I sing with) were invited to sing at
an LGBT choir festival in Amsterdam, craftily
timed to coincide with EuroPride, which moves
around various European cities and countries
each year, and hadn’t been held in Amsterdam
for over 20 years until 2016. 

I haven't been to Pride in Amsterdam before,
so I don’t know how much bigger and better it
was for being EuroPride rather than just
‘normal’ Pride, but what I do know is that they
are streets ahead of us on the continent. This
isn’t to suggest that we’ve got it wrong here in
the UK, not by any stretch of the imagination,
just that we have further to go in our
understanding of true equalities, and this was
evident to me from my experience in
Amsterdam. There was something about this
Pride which reminded me of Mardi Gras and
other South American festivals; these
celebrations grow from oppression and have
the same goal - to celebrate the dignity and
equality with which each of us is bestowed by
our very existence. To proclaim humanity. 

There was something about singing in a choir
festival abroad that was deeply liberating. The
whole city, like Brighton & Hove, seemed to
have opened its arms to us; rainbow flags
everywhere, a real sense of joy, and no sign of
homophobic resistance, although one very
inebriated person did try to sabotage a flash
mob performance in a public space, which was
a sobering experience on our first day. It
seemed he had a bee in his bonnet about us
singing at all, rather than the fact we are an
LGBT choir. 

The following night we performed alongside 15
other European LGBT choirs in a spectacular
concert in the Concertgebouw, renowned for its
acoustic prowess and grandeur. It was a
fantastic experience for us all, and even more
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A WHISTLING WOMAN
) There is a saying, “A whistling woman and a crowing hen, wakens the
Devil from out of his den.” Another version ends with “are neither fit for
God nor men” but both mean the same really; shut up woman, loud
behaviour is not appropriate for your gender. 

As someone who has sat in more pubs than I care to mention, I can
attest that a group of lads can roar ear-splittingly and get no more
than a cursory glance from the male customers. A group of females, or
even just the one laughing heartily at a joke, risks being carried out
and burnt at the stake. 

It begins at birth; baby girls are swathed head to toe in pink and
forced to be quiet. I remember being unable to climb trees in my stiff

dress and itchy white tights,
then scolded for scuffing my
black patent shoes. Boys in blue
elicit chuckles of delight as they
run around punching, kicking
and screaming, “He’s a little
bruiser isn’t he?” No, he’s a little
shit, but because he has a willy
it’s alright.

At school I wanted to play
football, but was made to sit
quietly and sew. I still have the
‘teddy’ I made which resembles
something from a horror film.

Then, one Christmas, I instigated what would become known in my
family as The Great Fuzzy Felt Riot Of ’79. My cousins Debbie, Richard
and I were 12 years old. Richard unwrapped an exciting and dangerous
carpentry set complete with saw and drill! Debbie and I… a tiny make
your own Kermit the Frog Fuzzy Felt picture. We staged a protest,
refusing to eat until the adults concerned gave us the difference in
money to buy a decent present. It was like Made in Dagenham with my
mum as Barbara Castle. We won, two ass-kicking feminists were born
that day.

“At school I wanted to play football, 
but was made to sit quietly and sew. 
I still have the ‘teddy’ I made which
resembles something from a horror film”

Similarly, my decidedly uncivil partner Amanda is well known for being
a load-mouthed bar tender, much in the vein of the late, great Terrie
Varley (I‘d rather be pissed then fu*ked), the legendary tour de force at
Brighton’s first gay club. Gay men at least seem to appreciate a mouthy
woman, they now flock to see Amanda at the Grosvenor Bar, to be
humorously insulted and enjoy what we Irish call ‘the craic’. 

As I stand here atop my battered old soapbox, I’m aware I’d once have
been forced to wear a scold’s bridle for speaking up for myself, or as
men call it, ‘nagging’. In a recent case of domestic abuse resulting in
the wife’s tragic death at the hands of her husband, a judge described
his murderous actions as “understandable” given how “annoying” she
was.

In conclusion, dear old Betty White from The Golden Girls has it right;
at the age of 94 she couldn’t give two shits, and her quote of the day
on Facebook recently made me laugh out loud. “Why do people say
grow some balls? Balls are weak and sensitive! If you really wanna get
tough, grow a vagina! Those things take a pounding!”

NETTY’S WORLD
BY NETTY WENDT

STRIP SERVICE
BY QUEEN JOSEPHINE
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POLICE LGBT 
LIAISON TEAM
BY PC SARAH LAKER & RORY SMITH

DO YOU MIND?
) Just as I thought, a quick look through the articles in one of last
Sunday’s more serious newspapers, ie one whose views coincide with
mine, reveals the usual scattering of grouped capital letters – the
dreaded acronyms. Currently very popular in the wake of the absurd
outcome of the recent referendum are EBA, KPMG, PLP, ECB and CGN.
No, I am not going to tell you what the letters stand for so that you
can taste the frustration I feel when I have to trawl back up through
turgid the prose in the hope of finding out what is being referred to.
I accept of course that abbreviation saves a drop or two of ink but I
find it seriously irksome when the full wording is never mentioned at
all. Some institutions such as KGB, FBI, CID and MOSSAD are in
reality only known by their acronym and don’t need interpretation,
you simply need to avoid them. 

The world of medical communication thrives on acronyms partly to
reduce the word count of many overlong papers and partly to foster the
sense of secrecy that all professions construct to make commonsense
appear arcane and scholarly.

“The world of medical communication 
thrives on acronyms... partly to foster
the sense of secrecy that all professions
construct to make commonsense
appear arcane and scholarly”

Let me introduce you to a medical acronym which, if you haven’t
already encountered it, you might find interesting and, possibly, useful:
EMDR - Eye Movement Desensitising and Reprocessing. 

Some years ago an American psychologist
called Francine Shapiro noticed that when
she thought about distressing events her
eyes tended to move rapidly. She had
identified a link between this physical
reaction and memories of the traumatic
experiences which cause conditions such
as PTSD – Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. 

Her genius was to then devise a method of controlling this abnormal
eye movement while the patient concentrated on the distressing
memory. Her treatment involves eight ‘phases’ and is more complex
than I have made it sound but in essence it is a completely safe, drug-
free treatment for conditions that cause great misery. 

And it really does work for many people. Extensive studies have proved
its ability to ease the minds of traumatised soldiers, sexually abused
children and battered wives and partners. Some successes have been
achieved 30 or more years after the causative trauma and the benefit
is usually permanent. A psychiatrist friend of mine who used the
technique extensively in the treatment of servicemen with PTSD told
me that there is a theory that the period of our natural sleep known
as, here we go again, REM – Rapid Eye Movement – is our brain’s way
of coping with harmful memories by eradicating them or decreasing
their potency using a very similar process to EMDR.

My hope in writing this article is that it might reach someone whose
life is being led under a removable shadow. So many forms of effective
medical therapy do sadly cause collateral damage, are hugely expensive
and may only offer temporary relief of symptoms but EMDR is a shining
example of a safe and effective treatment that does not swell the
coffers of SKF or MSD.

TTFN!

DUNCAN’S
DOMAIN
BY DUNCAN STEWART

CONTACT INFORMATION

) We both have Facebook profiles and a page – our usernames are: 
PC Sarah Laker and LGBT Caseworker Rory Smith, and Brighton &
Hove LGBT Police Team. We tweet @PoliceLGBT. 
Social media should not be used for reporting incidents – please call
us on 101, or if it’s an emergency, 999.

FEELINGS OF SAFETY
) I was out recently with some pals of mine. We were having a
night out in Kemptown, but not in a gay venue. We joked that we
could see ‘our people’ as we were sandwiched between two LGBT
haunts. Despite being local, despite being in the centre of gay
Brighton, we still felt a little unsafe being in what some might call
a ‘straight’ place. I have become used to feeling nervous before
making tracks towards the toilet - an anxiety which is now
normalised to me. I thought it was just me that felt this way (well,
that is, amongst my non-trans friends). Sadly in this way, there is
more that unites us than sets us apart. My friends’ gender
expressions, styles of dress, or however you want to term it, also
makes them feel vulnerable in places that aren’t explicitly labelled
LGBT. Which is all the more a shame, as the longer we were there,
the more comfortable we felt. The crowd was relaxed and there were
no issues.

I’m curious to know what makes other people feel less than safe.
For some of my female friends it is that they will get unwanted
attention from men (actually sometimes that’s true of males, but
that’s another story). Sometimes it’s in the form of intrusive
questioning masked as friendly banter, “Are you gay?” Often it can
be these kinds of questions that are unsettling as it makes you have
to defend yourself and even sometimes question who you are. Some
people might call this ‘othering’. Being subtly told that you are
different to everyone else. 

You wouldn’t think it, but this can even happen on the one day of
the year we most should be able to be ourselves. I’m always
shocked, yet sadly not surprised, to hear that some trans people
were asked whether they are “a man or a woman?” whilst
celebrating Pride this summer. And others were even verbally
abused for being trans. 

And on the milder end of the things, I’ve certainly experienced
being assumed to be straight with the implicit message that I’m
just a visitor to the community, which is pretty invalidating and
common to many people who might be thought of as bisexual. The
Pride respect campaign has been great at putting forward an agenda
for including all colours of the rainbow to Pride events and that
everyone in the alphabet soup is welcome, but it is clear not
everyone has read the memo.

If there has been anything good to come out of the devastating
attacks on our global community this year, it is that we have a
renewed sense of togetherness. Please let’s make sure that remains
throughout the year and truly welcomes all of us in.

JULY STATS:
In July we had 20 reports of anti-LGBT crime. Verbal abuse
remains a common complaint, often using words we would easily
recognise as hate terms. There were several common assaults
recorded, often with words accompanying, whereby the victim has
been pushed or shoved without injury. One such incident was dealt
with by an apology from the perpetrator and a donation to charity,
as per the wishes of the victim.
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‘CUT’
) I am in a wheelchair as many as you know. Many of my friends have
disabilities, from being hearing and sight impaired, to learning
disabilities, autism, Asperger’s, mental health issues to name but a
few. During a conversation at a community café that I used to attend
in Lewes a while back, my friends Sarah, and Lucy, both of whom have
a learning disability,  said to me; “Suchi, we never get to be the real
heroes in most books and films.”

And I’m sad to say, that’s the truth of the matter. So I decided there
and then that I would address this issue in my own way. “What sort of
book would you like to be a hero in?” I asked my friends. “A Zombie
Apocalypse story,” was the consensus. Not just one Zombie book but a
trilogy! “Wouldn’t you prefer a nice love story?” I asked hopefully…
“No, we want zombies! We want to be heroes!” Or as a fellow
wheelchair user said, “I want to be the person swinging the sword and
chopping off zombies heads, not being the person whose head is
being noshed on!” A fair comment if there ever was one!

So on September 1, the day my dear old Dad turns 90 years old, a
book will appear on Kindle called Twice Dead, Contagion and it’s
available at www.amazon.co.uk for the princely sum of £1.61, she who
shall be obeyed, mother, set the price. I don’t argue with her… much.

SYNOPSIS
A pathogen has been released and most of the
human race has turned into the cannibalistic
Twice Dead. This new breed of ferocious
zombie is evolving on a day by day basis.
Enter the residents of a home for disabled
people who don't intend to be a smorgasbord
for hungry zombies. They have Mother Nature
on their side, a whole heap of brains that are
still inside of heads, brawn in the guise of a
weightlifting Paralympian, a mean mother of a
cricket bat, some borrowed Katana swords,

sexual allure, unlikely allies in the guise of an American military unit,
the joint owners of the Herb & Tea Café as well as a customised
electric wheelchair with the nickname of Lewis Hamilton. And on a
final note, we might be disabled, but we will never be victims…

SUCHI’S WORLD
BY SUCHI CHATTERJEE

THOSE PEOPLE AGAIN
) I sit with my morning coffee, and scroll through my various news
feeds, and frown. So much to frown over! Insanity seems to grip the
world a little tighter each time I look. Here in the UK, Brexit has
trumped Remain, arguments and debates have somewhat died down,
and for now, what will be, will be. Picking a new Prime Minister was
one debate we were spared, which may be just as well, now that it's
almost more common to choose leaders based on the harm they claim
to prevent, not the good they promise to do. Our capacity to command
our democratic liberties has been somewhat called under question.

Safety first of course, that's what matters. When my four-year-old
niece, Josey, goes out on her bike, she looks like a machine out of
Transformers. Knee pads, elbow pads, helmet of course, and some
monstrosity, like a cross between an oven mit and a gardening shovel,
covering each little hand. 

We want to stay safe, we must stay safe! That's why we wear padding,
why our children no longer play in the streets by themselves, or why
the government needs to access all our online data or spend £205
billion on nuclear missiles. 

Those who want to be the new leaders of our world promise to keep us
safe, but do we need protecting? We probably do. From ourselves,
because we might just be turning into those people again. The ones
who follow too much and think too little, because they are scared. It
terrifies me that we have only just lived through a century that’s
witnessed two devastating world wars, and countless other brutal
conflicts, and we appear to have learned nothing.

Do we need protecting? For the Western world, life is generally
comfortable enough and we have luxuries and commodities to keep us
entertained. Too entertained perhaps, if you consider our concerns that
our way of life is under threat by those outside, still we are too busy
catching Pokemons or choosing which series to commit to on Netflix,
to really care about another shooting in Mexico. We'll change our
Facebook profile picture for a few days and hashtag in sympathy, but
does it really go much further than that? So many tragedies each day,
who really has the time?

“We’ll change our Facebook profile 
picture for a few days and hashtag in
sympathy, but does it really go much
further than that?”

Unless it isn't Mexico or Syria, what then? When the terror strikes your
own doorstep, then it becomes easier to listen to those who tell you
your family is under threat, or your country is being taken away from
you, that you need to look after yourself first. It becomes easier to be
suspicious and study those who seem different through narrow eyes
and minds. And after that it becomes easier to turn a bit of a blind eye
to what doesn't really sit so well, but is necessary, 'for our safety',
according to them. If we weren't so afraid would we need these leaders
who promise to prevent harm, could we just prevent it ourselves?

We are afraid though, and are probably turning into those people
again, and I can only see it ending in a fight. Perhaps it's human
nature, or perhaps it's the habit of always trying to attack fear on the
outside when it has to be conquered on the inside first. 

All this fighting, always fighting, and I just can't understand why,
surely there are enough of us who don't want to fight any more? Those
of us who prefer being stronger together, not apart? But we always
lose, over and over again, and so does everyone else.

HOT GOSSIP
BY MICHAEL STEINHAGE
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LGBT SERVICES
) ACCESS 4 ALL
LGBT disabled people’s forum. Safe, welcoming, support,
activities, awareness 07981 170071 or email
stevenwithn@talktalk.net

) ALLSORTS YOUTH PROJECT
Drop-in for LGBT or unsure young people under 26, Tues
5.30-8.30pm 01273 721211 or email
info@allsortsyouth.org.uk, www.allsortsyouth.org.uk

) BRIGHTON & HOVE POLICE
Report all homophobic, biphobic or transphobic incidents to: 
24/7 assistance call Police on 101 (for emergencies 999) 
Report online at: www.sussex.police.uk
LGBT team (not 24/7) email: LGBT@sussex.pnn.police.uk
• LGBT Officer PC Sarah Laker on 07912 893557
• LGBT Liason Rory Smith on 07912 893006
f Brighton LGBT Police t@policeLGBT t@PCLaker

) BRIGHTON & HOVE LGBT SAFETY FORUM
Independent LGBT forum working with the community to
address and improve safety issues in Brighton & Hove.
info@lgbt-safety-forum-brighton.com
www.lgbt-safety-forum-brighton.com

) BRIGHTON & HOVE LGBT SWITCHBOARD
Help-line with email & webchat facility from 5pm daily on
01273 204 050. 
• LGBT specialist face to face low cost counselling service, 
• LGBT Older peoples' project, 
• LGBT HIP engagement project. 
• Volunteering opportunities 01273 234 009. 
www.switchboard.org.uk/brighton

) BRIGHTON WOMEN’S CENTRE
Info, counselling, drop-in space, support groups. 
01273 698036 or visit www.womenscentre.org.uk

) FTM BRIGHTON
Social/peer support group for FTM, transmasculine & gender
queer people. Every 3rd Fri of month, 7-9pm at Space for
Change, Windlesham Venue, BN1 3AH. For info email
info@ftmbrighton.org.uk, www.ftmbrighton.org.uk

) BRIGHTON GEMS 
Social group for gay men over 50 with several events every
month inc meeting at Dorset Gardens last Fri of month 7-9pm.
07561 166 407 or email brightongems@aol.com
www.brightongems.com

) LESBIAN LINK BRIGHTON
Local social group offers friendship, social events, meet 1st
Thur at Regency Tavern, 7.30pm. 07594 578 035
www.lesbianlinkbrighton.co.uk

) LESBIAN & GAY AA
12-step self-help programme for alcohol addictions. Sun
7.30pm, Chapel Royal, North St, Btn (side entrance). 
01273 203 343 (general AA line)

) LGBT NA GROUP
Brighton-based LGBT (welcomes others) Narcotics
Anonymous group every Tue 6.30–8pm, Millwood Centre,
Nelson Row, Kingswood St. 0300 999 1212

) LGBT MEDITATION GROUP
Meditation & discussion, every 2nd & 4th Thur, 5.30–7pm,
Anahata Clinic, 119 Edward St, Brighton 
07789 861 367 or www.bodhitreebrighton.org.uk

) LUNCH POSITIVE
Lunch club for people with HIV. Meet/make friends, find peer
support in safe space. Every Fri, noon–2.30pm, Community
Room, Dorset Gdns Methodist Church, Dorset Gdns, Brighton.
Lunch £1.50. 07846 464 384 or www.lunchpositive.org

Hove): info/advice on HIV/sexual health/local services. 
THT Brighton Outreach workers online on Grindr, Scruff, 
& Squirt.

• Condom Male: discreet, confidential service posts free
condoms/lube/sexual health info to men who have sex with 
men without access to East Sussex commercial gay 
scene

• Positive Voices: volunteers who go to organisations to 
talk about personal experiences of living with HIV. 

• Fastest (HIV Testing): walk-in, (no appointment) rapid 
HIV testing service for men who have sex with men. 
Results in 20 minutes. 
Mon 10am-8pm, Tues-Fri 10am-5pm. (STI Testing 
available)

• Sauna Fastest at The Brighton Sauna (HIV Testing): 
walk-in, (no appointment) rapid HIV testing service for 
men who have sex with men. Results in 20 minutes. 
Wed: 6–8pm. (STI Testing available).

• Face2Face: confidential info & advice on sexual health 
& HIV for men who have sex with men. Up to 6 one hour
appointments.

• Specialist Training: wide range of courses for groups/ 
individuals. Specific courses to suit needs.

• Counselling: from qualified counsellors for up to 
12 sessions for people living with/affected by HIV.

• Informed Passions: Expert Volunteers project to 
identify & support sexual health needs of local men who
have sex with men and carry out field research in B&H 
on issues affecting men’s sexual health. Extensive 
training provided.

• What Next? Thurs eve, 6 week peer support group work 
programme for newly diagnosed HIV+ gay men.

• HIV Support Services: info, support & practical advice 
for people living with/affected by HIV.

• Volunteer Support Services: 1-2-1 community 
support for people living with or affected by HIV.

• HIV Welfare Rights Advice: Find out about benefits or 
benefit changes. Advice line: Mon–Thur 1:30-2:30pm.
1-2-1 appts for advice & workshops on key benefits.

) TERRENCE HIGGINS EASTBOURNE
Dyke House, 110 South St, Eastbourne, BN21 4LZ, 
01323 649927 or info.eastbourne@tht.org.uk
• HIV Services support for HIV diagnosis, managing side 

effects, sex and relationships, understanding medication, 
talking to your doctor, finding healthier lifestyle. 
Assessment of support needs and signposting on to 
relevant services. Support in person, by phone or email.

• Support for people at risk of HIV confidential info 
and advice on sexual health and HIV for men who have 
sex with men. Up to 3 one hour appointments depending
on need. Sessions in person or on phone.

• Web support & info on HIV, sexual health & local 
services via netreach and myhiv.org.uk

• Positive Voices: volunteers who go to organisations to 
talk about personal experiences of living with HIV.

) SEXUAL HEALTH WORTHING
Free confidential tests & treatment for STIs inc HIV. Hep A 
& B vaccinations. Worthing based 0845 111345645

NATIONAL HELPLINES
) NATIONAL LGBT DOMESTIC ABUSE
HELPLINE AT GALOP.ORG.UK
0800 999 5428

) LONDON LESBIAN & GAY SWITCHBOARD
02078 377324

) POSITIVELINE (EDDIE SURMAN TRUST) 
Mon-Fri 11am-10pm, Sat & Sun 4-10pm 0800 1696806

) MAINLINERS 02075 825226
) NATIONAL AIDS HELPLINE 08005 67123

) NATIONAL DRUGS HELPLINE 08007 76600
) THT AIDS Treatment phoneline 08459 470047

) THT direct 0845 1221200

SERVICES 
DIRECTORY

) MINDOUT
Independent, impartial info, guidance for LGBT people with
mental health problems. 24 hr confidential answerphone:
01273 234839 or info@mindout.org.uk 
www.mindout.org.uk

) PEER ACTION
Regular low cost yoga, therapies, swimming, meditation
& social groups for people with HIV.
peeractionemail@gmail.com or www.peeraction.co.uk

) RAINBOW FAMILIES
Support group for lesbian and/or gay parents 
07951 082013 or info@rainbowfamilies.org.uk
www.rainbowfamilies.org.uk

) SOME PEOPLE
Social/support group for LGB or questioning aged 14-19,
Tue, 6-8pm, Hastings. Call/text Nicola 07974 579865 or
email Neil or Nicola: somepeople@eastsussex.gov.uk

) VICTIM SUPPORT
Practical, emotional support for victims of crime 
08453 899 528 

) THE VILLAGE MCC
Christian church serving the LGBTQ community. Sundays
6pm, Somerset Day Centre, Kemptown 
07476 667353, www.thevillagemcc.org

HIV PREVENTION, CARE 
& TREATMENT SERVICES
) AVERT
Sussex HIV & AIDS info service 01403 210202 or email
confidential@avert.org

) BRIGHTON & HOVE CAB HIV PROJECT
Money, benefits, employment, housing, info, advocacy.
Appointments: Tue-Thur 9am-4pm, Wed 9am-12.30pm
Brighton & Hove Citizens Advice Bureau, Brighton Town Hall.
01273 733390 ext 520 or www.brightonhovecab.org.uk 

) CLINIC M
Free confidential testing & treatment for STIs including HIV,
plus Hep A & B vaccinations. Claude Nicol Centre, Sussex
County Hospital, on Weds from 5-8pm. 
01273 664 721 or www.brightonsexualhealth.com

) LAWSON UNIT
Medical advice, treatment for HIV+, specialist clinics, diet
& welfare advice, drug trials. 01273 664 722

) SUBSTANCE MISUSE SERVICE
Pavillions Partnership. Info, advice, appointments & referrals
01273 731 900. 
Drop-in: Richmond House, Richmond Rd, Brighton, Mon-
Wed & Fri 10am-4pm, Thur 10am-7pm, Sat 10am-1pm; 
9 The Drive, Hove 01273 680714 Mon & Wed 10am-12pm
& 1pm-3pm, Tue & Thu 10am-4pm, info & advice only (no
assessments), Fri 10am-12pm & 1pm-3pm.
• Gary Smith (LGBT* Support) 07884 476634

or email gsmith@pavilions.org.uk 
For more info visit weblink: 
pavilions.org.uk/services/treatment-recovery-options/

) SUSSEX BEACON
24 hour nursing & medical care, day care 01273 694222
or www.sussexbeacon.org.uk

) TERRENCE HIGGINS TRUST SERVICES
For more info about these free services go to the THT office,
61 Ship St, Brighton, Mon–Fri, 10am–5pm 01273 764200
or info.brighton@tht.org.uk
• Venue Outreach: info on HIV, sexual health, personal 

safety, safer drug/alcohol use, free condoms/lubricant 
for men who have sex with men. 

• The Bushes Outreach Service @ Dukes Mound:
advice, support, info on HIV and sexual health, and free 
condoms and lube.

• Netreach (online/Mobile App Outreach in Brighton & 
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32 COCOON Healing Arts Centre, 
20-22 Gloucester Pl, 01273 686882
www.cocoonfloatationtherapy.co.uk

33 DENTAL HEALTH SPA
14–15 Queens Rd, 01273 710831
www.dentalhealthspa.co.uk

34 THT BRIGHTON
61 Ship St, 01273 764200

) SHOPS
35 BARBARY LANE

95 St George’s Rd
36 PROWLER

112 St James’ St, 01273 683680
37 SUSSEX BEACON Charity Shop

130 St James’ St, 01273 682992
www.sussexbeacon.org.uk

38 SUSSEX BEACON Home Store
72-73 London Rd, 01273 680264

) ESTATE AGENTS
39 JUSTIN LLOYD (Kemptown)

118 St James’ St, 01273 692424
www.justinlloyd.co.uk

40 JUSTIN LLOYD (Brunswick)
111 Western Rd, 01273 692424
www.justinlloyd.co.uk

) FOOD
6 CAMELFORD ARMS
30-31 Camelford St, 01273 622386
www.camelford-arms.co.uk

7 CHARLES STREET BAR
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

41 CUP OF JOE
28 St George’s Rd, 01273 698873
www.cupofjoebrighton.co.uk

10 LEGENDS BAR
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

11 MARINE TAVERN
13 Broad St, 01273 681284
www.marinetavern.co.uk

26 NEW STEINE BISTRO
12a New Steine, 01273 681546
www.newsteinehotel.com

12 PARIS HOUSE
21 Western Road, 01273 724195
www.parishouse.com

13 PATTERNS
10 Marine Parade, 01273 894777
patternsbrighton.com

16 REGENCY TAVERN
32-34 Russell Sq, 01273 325652     
www.regencytavern.co.uk

18 THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS 
59 North Rd, 01273 608571
www.three-jolly-butchers.co.uk

19 VELVET JACKS
50 Norfolk Square, 07720 661290
http://tinyurl.com/VelvetJacks 

) SAUNAS
42 BOILER ROOM

84 Denmark Villas, 01273 723733
www.theboilerroomsauna.com

43 BRIGHTON SAUNA
75 Grand Parade, 01273 689966
www.thebrightonsauna.com

) LEGAL & FINANCE
44 ENGLEHARTS

49 Vallance Hall, Hove St, 01273 204411

) COMMUNITY
45 BRIGHTON WOMEN’S CENTRE

72 High St, 01273 698036 
www.womenscentre.org.uk

46 LUNCH POSITIVE
Dorset Gardens Methodist Church, 
Dorset Gardens, 07846 464384 
www.lunchpositive.org

ADVERTISERS’ MAP

15 QUEEN’S ARMS
7 George St, 01273 696873
thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms

16 REGENCY TAVERN
32-34 Russell Sq, 01273 325652     
www.regencytavern.co.uk

17 SUBLINE
129 St James St, 01273 624100
www.sublinebrighton.co.uk

18 THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS
59 North Rd, 01273 608571
www.three-jolly-butchers.co.uk

19 VELVET JACKS
50 Norfolk Square, 07720 661290
http://tinyurl.com/VelvetJacks 

20 ZONE 
33 St James’ St, 01273 682249
www.zonebrighton.co.uk

) CLUBS
10 BASEMENT CLUB (below Legends)

31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

4 BOUTIQUE CLUB
2 Boyces St @ West St, 01273 327607
www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com

21 DTM
75a St George’s Rd, 01273 911910
www.donttellmama.co.uk

7 ENVY (above Charles St Bar)
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

13 PATTERNS
10 Marine Parade, 01273 894777
patternsbrighton.com

22 REVENGE
32-34 Old Steine, 01273 606064
www.revenge.co.uk

22

21

) HOTELS
23 AVALON HOTEL

7 Upper Rock Gdns, 01273 692344
24 GULLIVERS HOTEL

12a New Steine, 01273 695415
www.gullivershotel.com

25 HOTEL PELIROCCO
10 Regency Sq, 01273 327055

26 HUDSONS
22 Devonshire Place, 01273 683642

10 LEGENDS HOTEL
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

27 NEW STEINE HOTEL
10/11 New Steine, 01273 681546
www.newsteinehotel.com

28 QUEENS HOTEL
1/3 Kings Rd, 01273 321222
www.queenshotelbrighton.com

) HAIR & HEALTH
29 BARBER BLACKSHEEP 

18 St Georges Rd, 01273 623408
wwww.barberblacksheep.com

30 BRIGHTON STATION HEALTH 
CENTRE Aspect House, 84-87 
Queens Rd, 0333 3210946
www.brightonstationhealthcentre.nhs.uk

31 CLINIC M Claude Nicol
Abbey Rd, 01273 664721
www.brightonsexualhealth.com/node/11

45

26

25

2

9

2

) PUBS & BARS
1 BAR BROADWAY
10 Steine Street, 01273 609777
www.barbroadway.co.uk

2 BAR REVENGE
7 Marine Parade, 01273 606064
www.revenge.co.uk

3 BEDFORD TAVERN
30 Western Street, 01273 739495

4 BOUTIQUE BAR
2 Boyces St @ West St, 01273 327607
www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com

5 BULLDOG TAVERN
31 St James’ St, 01273 696996
www.bulldogbrighton.com

6 CAMELFORD ARMS
30-31Camelford St, 01273 622386
www.camelford-arms.co.uk

7 CHARLES STREET BAR
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

8 DOCTOR BRIGHTON’S
16 Kings Rd, 01273 208113
www.doctorbrightons.co.uk

9 GROSVENOR
16 Western Street, 01273 438587

10 LEGENDS BAR
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

11 MARINE TAVERN
13 Broad St, 01273 681284
www.marinetavern.co.uk

12 PARIS HOUSE
21 Western Rod, 01273 724195
www.parishouse.com

13 PATTERNS
10 Marine Parade, 01273 894777
patternsbrighton.com

14 POISON IVY
129 St James St, 604076

34



WHILST EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ENSURE THE
ACCURACY OF STATEMENTS IN THIS MAGAZINE WE CANNOT

ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE VIEWS OF
CONTRIBUTORS, ERRORS, OR OMMISIONS, OR FOR MATTERS
ARISING FROM CLERICAL OR PRINTERS ERRORS, OR AN

ADVERTISER NOT COMPLETING A CONTRACT

paintworks
GAY PAINTER & DECORATOR

* Competitive Rates
* Interior / Exterior
* Artexing / Coving
* Quality & Reliability Guaranteed

HOME 01273 589329
MOBILE 07973 839214

over 15 years experience

CHAT LINES
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RAINBOW DECOR
07749 471497

Guaranteed Work carried out by 
Gay Professional Man

Painting & Decorating Interior / Exterior
HANDY MAN & ODD JOBS

Est
1990

CITB
Qualified

SEPT 2016 CLASSIFIEDS CALL 01273 749947 BY 12TH SEPT
TO GUARANTEE ADVERT PLACEMENT

HEALTH & WELL
BEING TREATMENTS

PERSONAL
TRAINER

PAINTERS & DECORATORS, 
ROOFING SPECIALISTS, SCAFFOLDING

SEXUAL HEALTH

MASSAGE &
TREATMENTS

• One To One Personal Training 
• Online Personal Training

• Strength & Nutrition Programming 
• Group Sessions 

• Injury Rehab & Prevention

07784 249 418
info@kaikinseypersonaltraining.co.uk

07792 386 578
07983 507 503

www.agrscaffolding.co.uk

Reliable Friendly Service

All Quotations Beaten

£10million
Public Liability Insurance

TRC Roofing
ROOFING SPECIALIST

AND GENERAL BUILDER

Tel: 01273 966785
Mob: 07767 731000

Email: theportlandcentre@yahoo.com

In pain from
illness or injury?

Feeling tired, low,
anxious or 

generally unwell?
Acupuncture can help

to restore your 
health and wellbeing

Christine MacFie
BSc (Hons) Acup. Lic Ac. MBAcC. PhD

07590 368128
christine@acupuncture-therapy.com

Free telephone consultations
www.acupuncture-therapy.com
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LGBT CHURCHPROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

LOFT CONVERSIONS • EXTENSIONS 
• BRICKWORK • PAINTWORK

DECORATING • INSURANCE REPAIRS

FREE ESTIMATES
07939 581 791

MT CARPENTRY
& BUILDING

BUILDING & CARPENTRY, ELECTRICIANS,
PLUMBING & HEATING SERVICES, TILES

WEBSITE UPDATE
AND MAINTENANCE

Looking after your Website

• Content Update
• Backup
• Security
• SEO

www.bessi.co.uk

FROM

£29
per month

THE VILLAGE
METROPOLITAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH

Rooted in and serving
LGBTQ communities

Meeting at The Somerset Day Centre
62 St James St, Brighton BN2 1PR

Sundays at 6pm
Tel: 07476 667 353 • thevillagemcc.org

PORTLAND ROAD HOVE
TO LET

WORKSHOP UNIT
33 Sq Metres, Wide Passage Entrance, 

Parking, Rates/Electric inclusive
£100 P.W.

PortlandCentre@yahoo.com
01273 711356 / 07795 485 913
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